CELEBRATING THE BRILLIANCE
OF OUR COLLEAGUES

In April, we launched our first edition of this
inspiring book, showcasing the stories and
the work of some of the outstanding people
that we have across the Group. These stories
highlighted how colleagues had overcome
challenges in their careers, received important
advice or mentoring and how they had
benefited from learning and development
opportunities to improve their skills and
experiences.
To enable us to share even more stories from
colleagues, we have created three distinct new
sections to champion our Colleague Support
Mentors, Whizz-Kidz Champions and our recent
Autocar Rising Stars.
With the wellbeing of our colleagues a real
focus for the Group, particularly over the last
12 months, our Colleague Support Mentors and
our Whizz-Kidz Champions are now an integral
part of our business as their passion helps to
drive our culture and enable us to ensure that
we are providing the right experiences and
support for colleagues.
Their stories show just how important their
roles are across our business for looking after
our community and allowing colleagues to feel
confident to ask for support.
From my experience, there are just a few
thoughts I would like to share with you.
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BEING YOURSELF MAKES THE JOB
DO-ABLE.
I often hear from female colleagues in particular
that they feel the need to emulate the traits of
their male colleagues in order to fit in or earn
respect from others. But in my experience and
opinion, this is definitely not the right approach
to take. Not being authentic and genuine can
take far too much energy and effort which is
better directed on being the best version of
you. I hope that the work we have done around
driving greater diversification of our teams
means everyone can find a relatable role model
to help inspire them.
SURROUND YOURSELF WITH PEOPLE WHO
MAY CHALLENGE YOU
Being a brilliant leader is not always about
having to have the answer to everything. It’s
about having a vision and bringing everyone
on that journey. Think of being a leader as if
you’re the conductor of an orchestra where
everyone has their specialist skills so use them
to your advantage, learn from them and
collaborate with them.
DON’T BE AFRAID TO SHOUT ABOUT YOUR
BRILLIANCE
Confidence is key to any successful career. One
of the things I come across when I’m mentoring
others is how people don’t want to shout about
their brilliance. I’m just as bad! Brilliance
comes in so many forms, at home and at work
and I know many of us don’t want to recognise
it. Let’s all try to start recognising those acts of
brilliance in ourselves and others. Don’t say ‘oh

it was OK’ or ‘I was just doing my job’, and
don’t be deterred when someone tries to put
you down; often it’s to make themselves feel
better.
LEARN FAST, FAIL FAST
Those who progress quickest in their careers
are often the ones are who are put their hands
up first, volunteer to take on new projects,
even when they’re not 100% sure how to
deliver it. Working outside your comfort zone
occasionally is the fastest way to grow as a
person. The key is to not be afraid to seek help
and support from others. No one is going to
judge you for not knowing everything.
BE AN EXAMPLE TO OTHERS
Use your knowledge, skills and experience to
help pave the way for others and shape a new
way of working for all. You don’t need to be in
a senior position to do this. Role models
should be at every level of our business and
this book proves just this. We should be
helping to shape a new way of working for
each other and not feel as though we are here
to fit in. Our JOLIP values give us some
guidance on how we should act and behave,
but everyone is empowered to deliver on them
in their own unique way.
If you know a colleague who is an inspiration in
your team, I would encourage you to help them
tell their story by contacting Group
Communications.
Clare Martin – HR Director

5

WHAT INSPIRED/MOTIVATED YOU TO

WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST CHALLENGING

WANT TO VOLUNTEER TO BE A CSM?

PART OF BEING A CSM?

I have always had a passion for helping
others. When I was in school, I volunteered
to be a peer mentor and I went on to study
psychology at A levels and then University.
When the opportunity came up at work, I
didn’t even need to think about it.

If I was to think of something, it would be
that being a CSM requires more time and
attention than you may have available as
it’s a volunteering role which you do aside
to your normal everyday role. In future, if
something serious was to come up, how do
you know to what level you can support your
colleague before it takes you away from your
‘hired’ role in the business.

WHY DO YOU THINK IT’S IMPORTANT WE
HAVE CSMS IN OUR BUSINESS?
The motor industry can be a very stressful
environment, with high expectations,
deadlines and targets. All work environments
should consider having a CSM system in
place to look after their hard working staff.
We spend a lot of hours at work but that
doesn’t mean to say that what goes on in
our personal lives doesn’t leak into our work
place.
HOW HAVE THE SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES
YOU LEARNT AS PART OF YOUR TRAINING
WITH MIND MADE A DIFFERENCE TO YOU
OR OTHERS AROUND YOU?
It was very eye opening for me. At university
we would study all the different disorders,
what may have caused them…however, they
don’t actually tell you how to deal with that
person when they’re in front of you and how
you can help them. It was incredibly useful to
me and helped me use the training on a day
to day basis with my family and friends

WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST REWARDING
PART OF BEING A CSM?
Given the ‘permission’ to be someone
my colleagues can turn to in their time of
need. I would always do a walk around the
dealership and ask how everyone was and
in particular those I found to be under a lot
of stress. I just want to make sure they know
someone cares, and someone is there if they
need it.
WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU
WOULD OFFER TO COLLEAGUES OR
ANYONE WHO IS FEEING STRESSED,
ANXIOUS OR WORRIED?
TALK! Say something! Find someone you feel
comfortable around and vent if you have to!
Don’t keep it all bottled up.
Gloria Cauteruccio – Dealership Receptionist, BMW
MINI Milton Keynes

WHAT INSPIRED/MOTIVATED YOU TO

HAVE YOU HAD TO PUT YOUR TRAINING

WANT TO VOLUNTEER TO BE A CSM?

INTO PRACTICE AND IF SO, HOW DID YOU

To be there for others.

FIND THE EXPERIENCE?

WHY DO YOU THINK IT’S IMPORTANT WE

Yes, the experience was challenging but
rewarding to think that I’ve helped a colleague
or friend.

HAVE CSMS IN OUR BUSINESS?
To allow our colleagues to talk and let them
know that support is available.

WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST REWARDING

HOW HAVE THE SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

To know I’m on hand to talk at any time.

YOU LEARNT AS PART OF YOUR TRAINING
WITH MIND MADE A DIFFERENCE TO YOU
OR OTHERS AROUND YOU?
It’s given me a much better insight to mental
health and the signs to look out for. Most
importantly, it has shown me that mental
health is nothing to be ashamed of.

PART OF BEING A CSM?

WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU
WOULD OFFER TO COLLEAGUES OR
ANYONE WHO IS FEEING STRESSED,
ANXIOUS OR WORRIED?
Your health is the most important thing in the
world and if I can help in any way then it’s
worthwhile.
Gavin Campbell – General Manager, Newcastle Lexus

WHAT INSPIRED/MOTIVATED YOU TO

WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST CHALLENGING

WANT TO VOLUNTEER TO BE A CSM?

PART OF BEING A CSM?

I get a great sense of satisfaction in helping
others and this is the perfect opportunity
to put this into practice. Through life
experiences and personal situations, I have
developed many skills along the way that I
enjoy sharing to help others find their way
through tough situations.

HAVE YOU HAD TO PUT YOUR TRAINING

WHY DO YOU THINK IT’S IMPORTANT WE
HAVE CSMS IN OUR BUSINESS?
Having someone to turn to in any situations
is so important so to have a Support Mentor
that is totally impartial is great way to
talk and let off some steam about what is
bothering you

INTO PRACTICE AND IF SO, HOW DID YOU
FIND THE EXPERIENCE?
Yes, I had complete control and confidence in
the advice I offered, and it definitely paid off
WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST REWARDING
PART OF BEING A CSM?
Watching someone that has confided in you
grow and move forward using the advice I
have given.
WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU
WOULD OFFER TO COLLEAGUES OR

HOW HAVE THE SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

ANYONE WHO IS FEEING STRESSED,

YOU LEARNT AS PART OF YOUR TRAINING

ANXIOUS OR WORRIED?

WITH MIND MADE A DIFFERENCE TO YOU
OR OTHERS AROUND YOU?
To understand the tell-tale signs at early
stages of stress developing and the advice
given has really benefited all around me in
and out of work

Take the time to acknowledged your feelings
and take the support that is offered to you to
help manage your levels of stress and anxiety
as it really does help break things down and
develop coping strategies long term
Caroline Hastings – PA to Group HR Director

WHAT INSPIRED/MOTIVATED YOU TO

WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST CHALLENGING

WANT TO VOLUNTEER TO BE A CSM?

PART OF BEING A CSM?

I’ve always found that people tell me their
problems and concerns, so volunteering
for the CSM role seemed like a logical step.
I’ve also got experience from previous
employment as a Police Officer, HR Advisor
and volunteer for Victim Support. I felt that
the CSM role would enable me to use the skill
I already have and to also learn more skills
from the training provided by MIND.

The most challenging part is convincing
colleagues that it’s OK to take time out of
their day to talk.

WHY DO YOU THINK IT’S IMPORTANT WE
HAVE CSMS IN OUR BUSINESS?

HAVE YOU HAD TO PUT YOUR TRAINING
INTO PRACTICE AND IF SO, HOW DID YOU
FIND THE EXPERIENCE?
I have put my training into practice and found
that the training really helped with starting
the conversation and getting the employee to
open up and talk freely about their concerns.

Having someone you know you can trust
and confide in is really important. The CSM
role in the business allows employees the
opportunity to talk to someone outside their
circle of family and friends in confidence.

The most rewarding part of the CSM role is
helping people.

HOW HAVE THE SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU

YOU LEARNT AS PART OF YOUR TRAINING
WITH MIND MADE A DIFFERENCE TO YOU
OR OTHERS AROUND YOU?
I have become much more aware of the
signs to look out for to help identify when
colleagues are experiencing stress or are
anxious or worried about something. The
training also highlighted that you don’t need
to give advice, it’s being able to listen and
empathise that is most important.

WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST REWARDING
PART OF BEING A CSM?

WOULD OFFER TO COLLEAGUES OR
ANYONE WHO IS FEEING STRESSED,
ANXIOUS OR WORRIED?
My advice would be to talk to someone,
whether that person is a CSM, friend or family
member. It really does help.
Jane Hood – Dealership Co-ordinator, Volkswagen
Aylesbury

WHAT INSPIRED/MOTIVATED YOU TO
WANT TO VOLUNTEER TO BE A CSM?
I wanted to make a difference to someone.
I wanted to give something back after I had
gone through some difficult times in my life.
WHY DO YOU THINK IT’S IMPORTANT WE
HAVE CSMS IN OUR BUSINESS?
It shows within our company that we care
about our colleague’s welfare and that we
are approachable.
HOW HAVE THE SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

behaving or reacting to situations and notice
changes to body language.
WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST REWARDING
PART OF BEING A CSM?
Knowing that my colleagues know I have an
open-door policy.
WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU
WOULD OFFER TO COLLEAGUES OR
ANYONE WHO IS FEEING STRESSED,
ANXIOUS OR WORRIED?

OR OTHERS AROUND YOU?

Talk to someone. Whether it is official or just
a chat with a cuppa, you are never on your
own no matter how small or big the problem,
it doesn’t matter.

I tend to be more alert to the way people are

Heather Hughes – Service Administrator,
Volkswagen Aylesbury

YOU LEARNT AS PART OF YOUR TRAINING
WITH MIND MADE A DIFFERENCE TO YOU

WHAT INSPIRED/MOTIVATED YOU TO

WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST CHALLENGING

WANT TO VOLUNTEER TO BE A CSM?

PART OF BEING A CSM?

Personal experience with mental health
issues. I feel very passionate about helping
and sharing experiences and listening to
anyone who needs support.

Making people aware that we are here.

WHY DO YOU THINK IT’S IMPORTANT WE

The feeling of actually being able to make a
difference and help.

HAVE CSMS IN OUR BUSINESS?

WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST REWARDING
PART OF BEING A CSM?

It is important that people are aware they can
talk to someone not personally involved and
impartial to their situation.

WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU

How have the skills and techniques you
learnt as part of your training with MIND
made a difference to you or others around
you?

ANXIOUS OR WORRIED?

The wide and varied knowledge of how to
handle certain situations.

WOULD OFFER TO COLLEAGUES OR
ANYONE WHO IS FEEING STRESSED,
Write down your thoughts/worries before you
go to bed at night!
Jane Lee – Sales Admin Divisional Manager,
Mercedes-Benz

WHAT INSPIRED/MOTIVATED YOU TO

HOW HAVE THE SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

WANT TO VOLUNTEER TO BE A CSM?

YOU LEARNT AS PART OF YOUR TRAINING

I have always had an interest in mental
health and I am naturally a very supportive
person. Therefore friends, family and
colleagues tend to trust and confide in me
a lot. Sadly, my friend committed suicide in
2018 and it has driven me to raise awareness
for mental health in her memory.

WITH MIND MADE A DIFFERENCE TO YOU
OR OTHERS AROUND YOU?
It has given me the reassurance that I know
how to handle a situation if someone is very
unwell or I am seriously concerned about a
colleague’s wellbeing.
HAVE YOU HAD TO PUT YOUR TRAINING

I have suffered with my own mental health
from being a teenager. The support I have
had from others both professionally and in
my personal life have led me to have the
strength that I have today. They made a
difference to my life and I would like to do
the same for others.

Yes, I have supported several colleagues
when they are feeling stressed with both
work and personal life.

WHY DO YOU THINK IT’S IMPORTANT WE

WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST REWARDING

HAVE CSMS IN OUR BUSINESS?

PART OF BEING A CSM?

I think the workplace can be very stressful
at times with high amounts of pressure. It is
important to recognise when colleagues are
not coping and provide information to enable
them to feel better equipped to deal with
the stresses that occur in the workplace. If
people are happy, they are more productive
and have less time off sick.

I love to help people – it is rewarding
knowing that I have made a small difference
to people when they are at their most
vulnerable. I enjoy talking to people. I
support people naturally so to have some
recognition for that is a good feeling.

We spend a lot of time at work so it is
important we feel happy and able to ask
for support when required without feeling
ashamed or embarrassed.

INTO PRACTICE AND IF SO, HOW DID YOU
FIND THE EXPERIENCE?

WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU
WOULD OFFER TO COLLEAGUES OR
ANYONE WHO IS FEEING STRESSED,
ANXIOUS OR WORRIED?
Take it minute by minute, focus on the here
and now and the things you can control.
Jo Stevenson – Audi on Demand Executive,
Oldham Audi

WHAT INSPIRED/MOTIVATED YOU TO
WANT TO VOLUNTEER TO BE A CSM?

professional help. We don’t have all the
answers unfortunately.
WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST REWARDING

After managing staff for many years, I felt
that it became harder due to more people
struggling with personal problems and
mental health issues. I have helped and
supported many people already and actually
enjoyed making a difference to people.

Receiving feedback from the people I have
helped. It is rewarding knowing that they rely
on me to help them get through the storm.

WHY DO YOU THINK IT’S IMPORTANT WE

WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU

HAVE CSMS IN OUR BUSINESS?

WOULD OFFER TO COLLEAGUES OR

So people can continue to work with the help
of support from the company. Small acts of
kindness could really make a big difference
to someone’s life. Just be kind, it really helps.
WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST CHALLENGING
PART OF BEING A CSM?
Having to try and support people who need

PART OF BEING A CSM?

ANYONE WHO IS FEEING STRESSED,
ANXIOUS OR WORRIED?
Talk to someone. Do things each day that
make you feel happy. Don’t put pressure on
yourself. Take one day at a time. Remember
that others are going through the same
issues too, you are not alone.
Kelly Griffiths – Contact Centre Manager,
Halesowen Audi

Rebecca’s Story
In my home-life outside of work, I published
a book last year, Overcoming the Odds, and
whilst the book itself isn’t about mental health,
there is a chapter in the book where I write
very honestly and openly about a difficult time
in my life. It was the hardest chapter to write
but I knew that there were others out there
going through a similar experience, so I knew
that I wanted to include it in the book.
The proceeds from the book go to a charity,
The Juvenile Arthritis Research project
(www.jarproject.org) as my youngest daughter
has had Arthritis since the age of two. I’m
passionate about raising awareness that
children get arthritis because it is so often
considered to be “an old persons disease”.
In my spare time, I volunteer for the charity
along with my husband who founded the
project using his biomedical research
background in the search for a cure for this
illness that affects 1 in every 1,000 children.

WHAT INSPIRED/MOTIVATED YOU TO
WANT TO VOLUNTEER TO BE A CSM?
My late mum had a long history of anxiety
and depression throughout my childhood
and I remember feeling powerless to help
her. Then when my third child was born, I
experienced post-natal depression linked to a
bereavement and found myself going through
a very difficult time.
At the time it felt like it would last forever. Yet
to the outside world, everything looked and
seemed normal as I struggled to talk about
what I was going through. These experiences
made me want to learn more about mental
health.
WHY DO YOU THINK IT’S IMPORTANT WE
HAVE CSMS IN OUR BUSINESS?
In recent years I’ve become more and more
aware of “wellbeing” generally and how
mental fitness and physical wellbeing can be
so interlinked, making it of crucial importance
for us all to look after ourselves and have an
awareness of how to help others.

Having CSMs in the business sends a clear
signal that wellbeing is important to JMG. And
even more importantly than that, it’s about
making talking about mental health the norm.
WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST CHALLENGING
PART OF BEING A CSM?
I worry about the feeling of “responsibility”–
what if I don’t know what to say or do? But
then I remind myself that just by being a
listening ear, that in itself goes a long way.
WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU
WOULD OFFER TO COLLEAGUES OR
ANYONE WHO IS FEEING STRESSED,
ANXIOUS OR WORRIED?
TALK! Everyone needs someone to talk to
at some point. If you don’t feel able to do it
face-to-face, even dropping an email or text
to tell someone about how you are feeling
can be the first step in helping to feel better.
I remember seeing a quote once about how
asking for help is not a sign of weakness, but
it is a sign of having been strong for too long.
Rebecca Beesley – Jaguar Land Rover Tonbridge

WHAT INSPIRED/MOTIVATED YOU TO

WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST CHALLENGING

WANT TO VOLUNTEER TO BE A CSM?

PART OF BEING A CSM?

I’ve lived a normal life with all the ups and
downs that come along with raising a family,
settling down and getting older.

Time. It takes no time at all to ask if someone
is ok. It takes the right time to ask “are you
doing ok, you don’t seem yourself today”
I’d love more time to ask these questions to
more people.

I also spent 10 years working for the East Of
England ambulance service, the things I’ve
seen and heard! I felt like I could help others
with my own life experiences and knew I
would enjoy being a CSM.
WHY DO YOU THINK IT’S IMPORTANT WE
HAVE CSMS IN OUR BUSINESS?
In my experience, not many will be brave
enough to ask for a chat. Fear of not being
seen as totally in control stops people from
just saying, I’m not ok today.
I think it’s important to have Support in place
for the brave ones.
HOW HAVE THE SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES
YOU LEARNT AS PART OF YOUR TRAINING
WITH MIND MADE A DIFFERENCE TO YOU
OR OTHERS AROUND YOU?
I can feel a change within the management
team now they have had their MIND training
and it feels good to see mental health being
recognised as a real issue much like a heart
attack or asthma. All 3 have the potential to
be life threatening.

WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST REWARDING
PART OF BEING A CSM?
Mentoring. I’ve managed to assist a few times
where managers have raised performance
issues within their team and I’ve mentored
for them, I love it, when it works!
WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU
WOULD OFFER TO COLLEAGUES OR
ANYONE WHO IS FEEING STRESSED,
ANXIOUS OR WORRIED
It’s ok not to feel ok and it’s even better if you
tell someone.
I always feel very privileged when someone
lets me in and I’m sure you would all agree
that we would rather help than not be given
the chance in the first place?
Katie Watson – Dealership Co-Ordinator, Mercedes
Benz Southend

WHAT INSPIRED/MOTIVATED YOU TO WANT TO

WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST CHALLENGING PART OF

VOLUNTEER TO BE A CSM?

BEING A CSM?

Since the early nineties, my closest friend’s Mother
(Pam) has coped with mental health issues. At first, I
was there as a support to Alastair. I remember sitting
with him and just listening to him, it was a stressful
time. In 1999 Alastair’s work took him to Canada and
although he does come back to the UK from time-totime, he doesn’t see her much so I will check-in on Pam
every so often and spend time with her (she misses her
son and we are very close). When Alastair does come
back to visit his Mother, it is often quite stressful for him
as all he wants to do is ‘fix’ her (it’s his Mother, is only
natural). I’m still there to listen, support and help when
required.

Quietening my own mind, not trying to ‘solve’ the
situation. Just listening and understanding.

WHY DO YOU THINK IT’S IMPORTANT WE HAVE
CSMS IN OUR BUSINESS?
Our industry is very demanding and sometimes people
struggle to cope with the pressure and stresses of the
job. Having a CSM to talk to if you feel that you need
that support is so important.
HOW HAVE THE SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES YOU
LEARNT AS PART OF YOUR TRAINING WITH MIND
MADE A DIFFERENCE TO YOU OR OTHERS AROUND
YOU?
I think more about other people’s feelings and what
they might be coping with. The training has helped me
to become a better listener too.

HAVE YOU HAD TO PUT YOUR TRAINING INTO
PRACTICE AND IF SO, HOW DID YOU FIND THE
EXPERIENCE?
Yes, only a couple of times. It was a very rewarding
experience. I found that the time flew by very fast.
WHAT’S BEEN THE MOST REWARDING PART OF
BEING A CSM?
When people look you in the eye and say, “Thank you”.
I feel that I’ve made a difference, helped someone open
up and not feel that they are alone. I feel very privileged
to be part of the Colleague Support Mentoring network.
WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU WOULD
OFFER TO COLLEAGUES OR ANYONE WHO IS FEEING
STRESSED, ANXIOUS OR WORRIED?
Talk about it. I get anxious about a lot of things (having
recently moved to a new house for the first time in 22
years, I can relate to stress and anxiousness!). I can’t
stop it however I can help to control it by sharing my
thoughts and feelings. Don’t be embarrassed to share
your feelings.
Chris Warwick - Divisional Process and Customer Experience
Trainer – Volkswagen, BMW, MINI and Škoda

WHAT INSPIRED/MOTIVATED YOU
TO WANT TO VOLUNTEER TO BE A
CHAMPION?
I like a challenge! It gave me a chance to do
something really worthwhile and out of the
ordinary.
HOW DO YOU SEE HAVING A CHARITY
PARTNER LIKE WHIZZ-KIDZ BENEFITS OUR
BUSINESS AND YOUR TEAM?
It brings out the good in people. The majority
of people relish the opportunity to help those
less fortunate than themselves. It encourages
them to come together as a team and do
something different.
WHAT’S THE ONE THING YOU’RE MOST
PROUD OF THAT YOU’VE DONE WITH
YOUR TEAM TO HELP RAISE MONEY?

A couple of years ago we put together a
Charity Ball at a London Golf Club which
was a great success and a fantastic evening
enjoyed by staff and customers – raising over
£5,500.
More recently we organised a quiz night
in the showroom which again was a really
fun evening for staff and customers and we
raised over £1,000.
FOR COLLEAGUES WHO ARE YET
TO GET INVOLVED IN RAISING MONEY
FOR WHIZZ-KIDZ, WHAT WOULD YOUR
ADVICE BE?
Get involved - you might be surprised at what
you’re capable of! The sense of achievement
you get from raising money for such a
worthwhile cause is inspiring.
Trish Peachey – Dealership Co-ordinator, Aston Martin
Sevenoaks

WHAT INSPIRED/MOTIVATED YOU

WHAT’S THE ONE THING YOU’RE MOST

TO WANT TO VOLUNTEER TO BE A

PROUD OF THAT YOU’VE DONE WITH YOUR

CHAMPION?

TEAM TO HELP RAISE MONEY?

At the launch of the partnership with Whizzkidz, I watched a video that demonstrated
the difference a new wheelchair can make
to a child’s life and independence. It’s not
something I had thought about previously
and the video was very moving.

A tandem sky dive together with a colleague,
raising £800.

HOW DO YOU SEE HAVING A CHARITY

Review some of the stories on the website to
understand what a difference Whizz-Kidz can
make to a child’s life. Then, ‘give it a go’.

PARTNER LIKE WHIZZ-KIDZ BENEFITS OUR
BUSINESS AND YOUR TEAM?
It encourages the team to work together and
brings some ‘fun’ into the workplace when we
have events e.g. Halloween fancy dress, cake
bake etc.

FOR COLLEAGUES WHO ARE YET TO GET
INVOLVED IN RAISING MONEY FOR WHIZZKIDZ, WHAT WOULD YOUR ADVICE BE?

Jane Hood – Dealership Co-ordinator, Volkswagen
Aylesbury

WHAT INSPIRED/MOTIVATED YOU

WHAT’S THE ONE THING YOU’RE MOST

TO WANT TO VOLUNTEER TO BE A

PROUD OF THAT YOU’VE DONE WITH YOUR

CHAMPION?

TEAM TO HELP RAISE MONEY?

I was originally asked if I would be interested
and I find it a great opportunity to help a
worthwhile cause.

We do various small things, but the team
do like a cake bake. We had a tech do the
London Marathon this year and we are super
proud of him.

HOW DO YOU SEE HAVING A CHARITY
PARTNER LIKE WHIZZ-KIDZ BENEFITS OUR
BUSINESS AND YOUR TEAM?

FOR COLLEAGUES WHO ARE YET TO GET
INVOLVED IN RAISING MONEY FOR WHIZZ-

KIDZ, WHAT WOULD YOUR ADVICE BE?
It’s a great way to show that we are a caring
Do it! You don’t have to go mad as every little
company and with our vans that we sponsor,
it’s a great way of showing our support around helps.
the country. It also pulls the team together
Heather Hughes – Service Administrator, Volkswagen
when fundraising within the dealership.
Aylesbury

Charles Dickens

CASE STUDY: USING YOUR POWERS OF
BEING A CHAMPION TO DELIVER REAL
RESULTS
Six years ago, Helen Hammond, Divisional
PA in our Audi division, became a Whizz-Kidz
Champion and wanted to help the dealership
where she was based (Wolverhampton
Audi) reach their fundraising target. The
team had tried a number of smaller events
such as baking competitions and tombola’s
but realised that if they were to achieve
their ambitious target, they needed to do
something bigger.

Helen started the first Audi Ball in 2013 which
was a chance for colleagues, customers
and businesses in Wolverhampton to come
together to raise funds for our charity partner
Whizz-Kidz. At the time, Helen only ever
envisaged this being a one-off event and it
was held at Molineux Stadium, the home of
Wolverhampton Wanders.
Since then, the ball has grown year-on-year
in popularity and size and is now considered
one of the biggest business events in the
Wolverhampton area. Businesses now come
to Helen to get involved and become a
sponsor as for them, it is seen as a great way
of supporting the community and helping

to raise vital funds for charity. In the last few
years, Helen has had to source an alternative
venue as the event had outgrown the
capacity!

Fancy coming along next year?

Plans for 2020 are already well-underway as
this event is 12 months’ worth of planning –
the date for your diaries is Saturday 6 June.
The event this year was the sixth straight year Tickets are priced at £60 and are available
that the Audi Ball has run and since 2013, they now, with the option to pay in instalments
throughout the year. If you are interested
have raised over £63,000 for Whizz-Kidz and
two other local charities, PromiseDreams and in attending, or would like to find out more
information, please contact Helen directly –
Legacy4Lucy
tickets are sold on a first-come-first-served
This year, Helen and five other colleagues
basis.
used one of their volunteering days to
Helen Hammond – PA to Brand Director, Audi
help set up the venue and ensure that
Wolverhampton
everything was in place ahead of the event.
This contributed to the biggest Ball yet,
raising a record £13,513 which is a fantastic
achievement.

The Autocar top 100 female rising stars was announced in June
2019, recognising the outstanding individuals who have risen
through the ranks and are making an impressionable impact.
The work of these individuals is helping to inspire more women
to start and pursue a career in the automotive industry.
We were delighted that 13 of our colleagues
were named in the top 100, these are
below along with the categories they were
shortlisted in:

Louise Holt – Sales

Alison Fowler – Marketing

Tina Shakespeare – Operations

Amanda Mogan-Wilson – Marketing

Victoria Walton – Sales

Anna Houldsworth – Operations

Two colleagues, New Hart and Charlotte
Dafe, were revealed as winners of the
People Development and Aftersales and
Workshop awards respectively.

Cate Parker – Aftersales and Workshop
Charlotte Dafe – Aftersales and Workshop
Claire Furey – Marketing
Claire Lomax – Aftersales and Workshop
Julie Lang – Learning & Development

Naomi Day – Operations
Nev Hart – Learning & Development

Well done and thank you to these
colleagues who continue to make
exceptional strides in their fields.

Whether you think
you can or you
think you can’t –
you’re right.
– Henry Ford
This quote has always stuck with me through
everything, how important it is to believe in what we
want to achieve and focus on our goals in a positive.
So we always say that can be done and then find a
way to make it happen.
Julie Lang – Divisional Trainer Jaguar, Land Rover
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Always be yourself, if you try to be something
else you will not appear authentic. You also
need to realise that being yourself is good
enough, you do not have to change everything
to be good at your job. Often we are our own
worst enemy by focusing on the areas we are
lacking, but just need to remember to maximise
your strengths and minimise weaknesses, do
not let the weakness hold you back.
Naomi Day – Divisional Financial Controller

Claire Furey – Senior CRM, Team Leader

My philosophy is to see the gaps others
don’t. To achieve this means having the
courage to speak out, believing that you
have as much to contribute with your ideas
as everyone else, and not being afraid to
use your voice to be heard. Accept that you
won’t always get things 100% right so be
prepared and open to receiving feedback
and proactively seek advice from those
who may offer opposing views to your own.
That’s the biggest way to grow and learn.
Amanda Mogan-Wilson – Group Communications Manager

Coming from a small village in a rural
area, I knew from a young age that I was
competitive and driven. My parents raised
me with strong values and taught me that
life is what you make it and if you want
something, then you need to work hard
to get it! I have never lost sight of those
humble words from my loving parents,
so much so I include them in my inner
mantra… Never give up, never give in and
always believe in yourself
Alison Fowler – Marketing & Communications
Manager, Audi

Anna Houldsworth – Divisional Business Manager

WHAT’S THE BEST PIECE OF ADVICE

WHAT’S THE ONE DEFINING MOMENT

SOMEONE HAS GIVEN YOU THAT’S

THAT YOU’VE HAD IN YOUR CAREER

HELPED YOU IN YOUR CAREER?

WHICH HAS CHANGED YOU AND HOW?

Don’t be defined by others who do not
understand you.

Being made redundant in 2011. It was
really difficult and affected me personally.
I had built something from nothing but
that didn’t matter when it came to the
business’ decision. I learned a lot about
my professional self and that I would only
work for a company in the future that
supported me personally and developed me
professionally. The choices I have made since
I put down to this experience.

WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF ADVICE
YOU WOULD GIVE TO YOUR YOUNGER
SELF ABOUT ACHIEVING A SUCCESSFUL
CAREER?
Dig deep and stay true to yourself whilst not
being afraid to say when you don’t know the
answer to something.
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO
SOMEONE CONSIDERING A CAREER IN
AUTOMOTIVE?
Go for it! No day is the same and it will
provide you with an environment where you
can thrive.
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Alison Fowler – Marketing and Communications
Manager, Audi Division
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WHAT ADVICE WOULD I GIVE TO MY
YOUNGER SELF…?
Firstly, I would say follow your passion and
be consistent with following your passion.
When I first took over the role in workshop
control, I didn’t have a clue about managing
a team of 18 technicians and a full workload
to match. I could manage my own day as a
technician and know what I had to do dayby-day to achieve my goals and targets, but
when it came to managing a full workshop,
this was totally new to me.
But I was passionate and wanted to make
things better… be better and becoming better
at everything I had under my control.
This brings me onto my second tip really,
I would strongly advise to be comfortable
being out of your comfort zone. Every day
throughout my first year in a management
role, I was totally outside my comfort zone,
but you soon realise this won’t change unless
you force yourself to become familiar with it
so make this the norm.
I’d say if you feel as if doing a new task
pushes you outside your comfort zone and
you feel overwhelmed, then carry on putting
yourself in that position until it feels normal.
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Always remember when putting yourself in
situations that you don’t feel comfortable
doing, that’s putting you outside your
comfort zone.
Remember why you are doing it in the first
place. At times I used to go home and think
my day would be so easy if I just packed
this career change in and went back as a
technician, but I soon snapped out of that
mind set and remembered the reasons why
I am doing it. It’s because I loved doing my
job and improving my surroundings, making
my team and myself better as well as giving
customers the best experience possible. The
quote that Steve Jobs once said always sticks
with me. “The only way to do great work is to
love what you do.”
Furthermore, I would say be confident and
seek leadership opportunities. Having your
own self-confidence is fundamental to your
career. Leading a team that is relying on
you for support and leadership means your
own confidence has to shine through. Even
on your bad days. The saying leave your
baggage at the front door before you come
into the workplace is spot on. The second
your team feels as if you have a negative aura
about you, I personally feel it’s game over.

To overcome this, if you feel as if you are
feeling doubtful then speak to your line
manager or your team around you for
reassurance. Always make time for yourself.
Take your breaks. Take your lunch, I found
this out the hard way. Throughout my first
year in my new management role, I never
took breaks or had my lunch as I felt if I
wasn’t present at every minute of the day
for my team then problems would happen!
This isn’t true, the world still turns whether
you have a dinner break or not. The answer
to this is good time management. Prioritise
jobs and tasks in time order to make sure
everything is in place for you to be able
to have a bit of down time to yourself
throughout the day.
I would also suggest you find a mentor.
Having a mentor or someone to have your
back while you are learning is key! Mentors
can push you hard to reach the opportunities
you may not always see. This can be the
difference between an easy jump into a
management role or a tough struggle. If
you feel that you don’t have support or you
aren’t getting the support you feel you need,
then speak to the powers above, nobody is
out to get you or make your career difficult,
sometimes people are just busy doing their
own thing.

Being resilient is the most important thing I
have ever learnt. Your career is never going
to be a straight line. It will have its highs and
lows. Everyone I know has faced setbacks in
their career, so often I have seen people that
I have worked with not get the promotions
and it has massively impacted them in a
way that has plummeted their ambitions
and career goals to an all-time low. I always
believe having setbacks is OK and realising
this so important. It’s how you bounce back
from these setbacks that separates you from
“doers” and “don’ters”. Most have to fail to
understand how to succeed. Take a chance.
Aim higher than you thought, and mistakes
are lessons not life sentences.
Finally, I always believe that you have to
stay humble and respectful; your character
matters. It is so important to stay grounded
and remember where you came from. Make
sure you build a good reputation for yourself
and maintain it. Do this by having a positive
can-do-attitude and deliver it. Don’t be
arrogant. Be a leader.
Ashley Edwards – Workshop Controller, Audi Bolton
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WHAT’S THE BEST PIECE OF ADVICE

WHAT’S THE ONE DEFINING MOMENT

SOMEONE HAS GIVEN YOU THAT’S

THAT YOU’VE HAD IN YOUR CAREER,

HELPED YOU IN YOUR CAREER?

WHICH HAS CHANGED YOU AND HOW?

To expect the unexpected. This has shaped
my thinking to give broad consideration to all
aspects of a plan or project.

Being appointed to my first marketing
management role, which was a new role in
the business managing fleet marketing. I
faced huge hostility from the team that had
previously managed this and resistance to
working collaboratively. In fact, they actively
excluded me.

WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF ADVICE
YOU WOULD GIVE TO YOUR YOUNGER
SELF ABOUT ACHIEVING A SUCCESSFUL
CAREER?
Don’t get hung up if something goes wrong;
something always will at some point! Instead
stay focussed on the bigger picture, what
you are trying to achieve and the numerous
things that have gone really well; don’t beat
yourself up for one mistake.
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO
SOMEONE CONSIDERING A CAREER IN
AUTOMOTIVE?
The same as any industry. Plan what you
want to achieve, be the best version of
yourself on every level, seek the right
opportunities and make them happen. If you
wake up dreading going to work, take note
and make active changes.

It was six of the most difficult months of my
career, figuring out what to do, how to do it,
how to change hearts and minds and make a
positive impact.
As a result of that experience, it certainly
increased my resilience. I also developed
an ability to have courageous conversations
(and realise that the world still turned at the
end of them!). I forced myself to stay positive
and upbeat and not cave in to how I felt
emotionally (even though it was so hard to
do that).
Also, it was important to celebrate the wins.
The smallest achievement was a step in the
right direction, so I learnt to stay focussed
on the bigger picture and build on the wins.
At the end of the day, no one can resist
someone who is passionate about making
a difference and acts with integrity. I never
criticised my opponents or gossiped about
how they were making my life hell – I lived by
my values and dug deep.
Caroline Brock – Group Marketing Manager,
HLS Division
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WHAT’S THE BEST PIECE OF ADVICE

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO

SOMEONE HAS GIVEN YOU THAT’S

SOMEONE CONSIDERING A CAREER IN

HELPED YOU IN YOUR CAREER?

AUTOMOTIVE?

Be nice to people on your way up, you never

Do it! I’ve been in automotive for 30 years
this year and have enjoyed the changes and
opportunities it has given me. Looking ahead
these changes and opportunities will only
become faster and more interesting.

know when you may need them again.
WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF
ADVICE YOU WOULD GIVE TO YOUR
YOUNGER SELF ABOUT ACHIEVING A
SUCCESSFUL CAREER?
Progress isn’t always a straight line and it’s
the journey that defines you.

WHAT’S THE ONE DEFINING MOMENT
THAT YOU’VE HAD IN YOUR CAREER,
WHICH HAS CHANGED YOU AND HOW?
In my early thirties I knew that I didn’t have
£1million in cash so buying the dealer
business I was running wasn’t going to be
an option, it forced me to think how I would
apply my skills for the rest of my career. I like
helping people and am passionate about
retailing so this has defined the roles I have
done since to develop teams and create
sustainable businesses.
Jason Cranswick – Commercial Director
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WHAT’S THE BEST PIECE OF ADVICE
SOMEONE HAS GIVEN YOU THAT’S
HELPED YOU IN YOUR CAREER?
Learn to shout about your achievements,
no matter how small you believe they are.

WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF ADVICE
YOU WOULD GIVE TO YOUR YOUNGER
SELF ABOUT ACHIEVING A SUCCESSFUL
CAREER?
Say yes to everything (as long as it is right
for you of course). Any training, initiatives,
meetings presented your way, say yes/put
yourself forward and get your name out there.
Step out of your comfort zone.
Chloe Pivett – CRM Executive
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WHEN AND WHERE DID YOU START YOUR
CAREER IN THE MOTOR INDUSTRY?
I started my career in the motor industry in
2002 fresh from university as a trainee sales
executive at Mini Sytner, I was so excited for
the role!
WHY DID YOU WANT TO WORK IN
THE TRADE?
I was always into cars, I had been brought up
around motorbikes, cars etc.
HOW HAS YOUR CAREER EVOLVED?
After the trainee sales executive role I tried
admin, but it wasn’t for me so I was then
offered the opportunity as a Sales Executive
with Mini and BMW and worked in this role
for 12 years.
DID YOU FACE ANY CHALLENGES IN
THIS ROLE AND HOW DID YOU
OVERCOME THEM?
So many times male customers walked into
the dealership and would ask me if they

could speak to a salesman as they thought
I was a receptionist. I would make sure I
knew my stuff as this gave me the edge and
proved that I was more than capable of being
a female sales executive in a heavily male
dominated industry at the time.
HAVE YOU HAD ANY REALLY INFLUENTIAL
PEOPLE IMPACT YOUR CAREER?
I was head hunted by a female GSM and at
the time, I was the only female in the sales
team. She was a role model to me and has
had a massive influence on my overall career.
She eventually became the head of business
and gave me an opportunity to take on a
role in the corporate sales team. I fell in love
with this side of the business as I loved the
consultative type sale, working and meeting
new people, so it really suited me!
During this time JMG acquired the dealership
I was working at and they gave me the legs
I needed to grow – ‘we trust you, do what
you need to do and we will support you’. The
support I have received from JMG has been
and continues to be exceptional; another
role model during my career so far was my
mentor Andy Wady.

WHAT SUPPORT HAS BEEN GIVEN TO YOU

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MOST

DURING YOUR CAREER THAT HAS REALLY

IMPORTANT DECISION YOU HAVE

HELPED YOUR DEVELOPMENT?

HAD TO MAKE AS A MANAGER?

My journey into senior management was a
pretty steep one, involving a period of 12
months with lots of hard work, blood, sweat
and tears. However my team and success at
BMW continued to grow and all of a sudden
we were at around 1500 units a year.

One of the most important decisions I have
had to make as a manager was when I was
recruiting for an Operational Manager for my
team. Given that I was remotely managing
the position, it felt like the right thing to
do was employ someone to manage the
team locally and give them that face to face
contact point in the dealership.

I wanted development and was put forward
for the Leaders of the Future programme
where I learnt so much about myself. I also
learnt how to manage people and difficult
situations as well as the financial and legal
side of things. This programme springboarded me to apply for the Jaguar Land
Rover role and I had full support from my
manager at the time as well.
I moved across two years ago to Jaguar Land
Rover. I have learnt so much and continue to
learn. There is never a moment where I have
thought there isn’t someone I could call on.

At the time one of my existing team members
approached me and said that she would
be interested in applying for the role,
however she needed to let me know that
she was pregnant. She came to me with this
statement as if it was going to hinder her
applying or being successful in securing the
role. I had faith in her and knew she was the
best and most capable candidate and offered
her the role following an interview process.
She is now on her own management journey
and will be starting the first line manager
programme this year.
Jill Townend – Corporate Sales Manager,
Jaguar Reading
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WHAT’S THE BEST PIECE OF ADVICE

WHAT’S THE ONE DEFINING MOMENT

SOMEONE HAS GIVEN YOU THAT’S

THAT YOU’VE HAD IN YOUR CAREER,

HELPED YOU IN YOUR CAREER?

WHICH HAS CHANGED YOU AND HOW?

Work on your own personal brand.

The red arrows handover event for our Aston
Martin Cambridge dealership. I worked with
people I would never normally have had a
chance to meet. I stood in the room full of
millionaires and dignitaries thinking, ‘I did
this’ and it was b****y good. It helped me
interact with people from very different walks
of life and has given me an amazing story to
bore people with.

WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF
ADVICE YOU WOULD GIVE TO YOUR
YOUNGER SELF ABOUT ACHIEVING
A SUCCESSFUL CAREER?
Pace yourself!
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO
SOMEONE CONSIDERING A CAREER IN
AUTOMOTIVE?
In any job you have to care about what
you’re doing, selling or promoting. If you’re
interested in cars, give it a go, it’s good fun.
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Julie Wallman – Group Marketing Manager for
Volkswagen, Volkswagen Commercial, Škoda,
BMW, MINI

Mercedes-Benz Induction

WHAT MADE YOU WANT TO JOIN JMG?
It was in the ‘olden days’ when job
adverts were in relevant HR magazines and
it sounded and looked like a large forwardthinking company with career progression
- plus it was in my home town a few minutes
down the road. Little did I know the world
of opportunity it has opened up, travelling
all around the country and even making it
to Macau!
WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU
GIVE TO ANY NEW COLLEAGUE JOINING
OUR BUSINESS?
Spend time understanding the company, the
industry (if new to you), brand and how you
can make a difference in the group as well as
learning about the opportunities available to
you for development and career progression.
Start as you mean to go on.

senior male colleagues (not at JMG). Now I
am much older and ‘wiser’ I realise a lot of
that was how I perceived myself, and actually
just believing in myself and my capability
enabled the respect I deserved, as well as,
of course, working for a company where
females are seen as equal.
DID YOU HAVE A ROLE MODEL/SOMEONE
WHO WAS A KEY INFLUENCE IN YOUR
CAREER PROGRESSION AND HOW DID
THAT PERSON HELP YOU?
Clare, our current HR Director, has been a
game changer for me. She has demonstrated
that you can be senior, gain respect and
show your “normal self” in HR, rather than
being seen as the HR police! This has broken
down barriers across the group with how HR
is seen.
WHAT DO YOU LOVE THE MOST ABOUT

HAVE YOU FACED ANY CHALLENGES IN

YOUR JOB?

YOUR CAREER? IF SO, HOW DID YOU DEAL

I love that everyone I come across in the
group wants to deliver above and beyond,
wants to progress, get involved and drive the
business forward. It is so motivational and
our executive leaders are to thank for leading
this culture.

WITH THE SITUATION AND WHAT DID YOU
LEARN FROM IT?
For the first five or so years in my career, it
was very challenging to be respected as a
female in male dominated industries, being
publicly shouted at and bought to tears by
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Joanna Newell – Head of HR Operations, Human
Resources

WHAT’S THE BEST PIECE OF ADVICE

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO

SOMEONE HAS GIVEN YOU THAT’S

SOMEONE CONSIDERING A CAREER IN

HELPED YOU IN YOUR CAREER?

AUTOMOTIVE?

Make sure you take people on the journey
with you. Be clear about the destination,
however, remember we all like different ways
to travel.

Automotive provides you with access to
innovative transport solutions which are
about to have another step change in how
we operate – a change akin to when the
combustion engine started to replace the
horse. However, it’s also an industry that still
has systems and processes geared around
the horse. That means there are amazing
opportunities ahead, however if all else fails
make sure you have some hay!

WHAT’S THE ONE PIECE OF ADVICE YOU
WOULD GIVE TO YOUR YOUNGER SELF
ABOUT ACHIEVING A SUCCESSFUL
CAREER?
Never underestimate the power of youth
and understanding. Don’t be afraid to offer
constructive opinions, even if they differ from
the more senior members of the team. Have
confidence in your own ability and make sure
you enjoy the journey.

WHAT’S THE ONE DEFINING MOMENT
THAT YOU’VE HAD IN YOUR CAREER
WHICH HAS CHANGED YOU AND HOW?
In my opinion careers are made of multiple
defining moments. Most of your moments
will be as a result of a team and not one
individual. However they are ‘moments’
– acknowledge them, understand them,
celebrate them and move on, never lose
sight of who you are and what you want to
achieve. My defining moment was actually
understanding this!
Matt Wrigley – Group Marketing and
Innovations Director

My brother is a self-taught mechanic and
when I was younger, he’d shown me how to
fix cars. When I was at school, I was unsure
on what career to take so when it came
to college, I signed up to become a nail
technician. After one day on the course, I
knew it wasn’t right for me.

Whilst I loved college, I wanted something
more. My uncle works for Jaguar Land Rover
and I have always admired what he does
and therefore aspired to be like him, so I
kept applying for the Apprentice Technician
vacancies at the Jaguar Land Rover
Wolverhampton dealership.

The next day I asked to transfer to an
automotive course. The college challenged
me, asking if I was sure as it was such a
big change, explaining several times that
I would have to ‘get my hands dirty’. I was
up for the challenge!

I started my Level 3 in Motorsport
at college and around the same
time I was lucky enough to be
contacted and invited for an
interview with JMG. I was offered
the apprenticeship to work at
Wolverhampton Jaguar Land Rover
as a technician and I have been
loving it ever since!

I started as an entry Level 3, which was
the lowest level you could start at. But
after a week, I was moved up to Level 2 in
Motorsport because of the basic knowledge I
had gained from my brother.

Amber Godley – Apprentice, Jaguar Land Rover
Wolverhampton
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Anna has been in the motor industry since
she was 18, beginning in sales for five years
across new, used, fleet and other markets.
She then became a business manager
working in diverse brands such as Ford and
Lamborghini. Three years ago, she joined
the business as the HLS Divisional Business
Manager, providing coaching and support
to the HLS Site Business Managers. We
spoke to her about the future and how our
relationship with the Automotive 30% Club
and its Women Ahead programme, had
helped her.
‘The opening evening of the Automotive 30%
Club was a brilliant night; the talk with Julia
Muir was absolutely fantastic and I found the
presentations very inspiring and engaging.
Having so many inspirational women in
the room gave it a certain buzz and you
could really feel the energy. Jardine Motors
is really ahead of the curve with focussing
on women getting senior roles, particularly

within the motor industry. I’ve never felt as
encouraged and supported at any other
dealership. I didn’t have a particularly handson mentor but that was OK since I felt I was
getting enough support just in my day-to-day
work, although I did find our conversations
interesting.
‘My aspirations include global domination!
More realistically, I’d like to head a team of
Divisional Business Managers and hopefully
have one of my current role in every division
throughout the Jardine Motors network. I’d
also like to try my hand as a Brand Director,
the first female one ideally. I think the talks
by the 30% Club certainly unlock certain
ways of thinking that will be conducive to
these roles further up the company in terms
of handling difficult situations and generally
expanding my breadth of knowledge.’
Anna Houldsworth – Divisional Business Manager

Becky Ideh, Accountant at Volkswagen
Loughton, has been with the business since
2013. She’s recently been promoted from our
Graduate Program into a permanent position.
Clare Martin, Group HR Director, says: “Becky
is a fantastic young woman who’s a prime
example of a colleague actively taking
opportunities for career development within
our business with good attitude, passion for
her work and commitment to succeed.”
As an Accountant Designate, Becky also
shows that there are great opportunities for
career advancement for people from many
different sectors within our business. We
spoke to her about her new role, her career
and Jardine.

“I started at Jardine Motors in
2013 as part of an apprenticeship
program before moving in to the
graduate program in 2015. Now, I
have a full role as an Accountant

Designate at Volkswagen
Loughton. I do accounting work
for the dealership: producing
the accounts, ensuring all of the
records meet audit requirements
as well as other responsibilities.
“Jardine Motors has really supported me
through both the apprenticeship and the
graduate program. I’ve been doing my exams
with ACCA, the accountancy qualification
board, and the company has assisted me
both financially and with study support
throughout the exam process. The team
at the dealership has always been a great
support network of mentors and friends and
the company culture is really positive and
friendly. There’s a variety of career routes
I could take within the company and that
gives me opportunities to grow my career in
whatever direction I’d like going forward.”
Becky Ideh – Accountant, Volkswagen
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Adam started in the motor industry at the
age of 15 at an independent garage. After
completing a work experience job whilst
still at school, he was offered a weekend
job which led to an apprenticeship. Whilst
working at Peugeot, he was recommended
to apply for a technician role at Liverpool
Audi. Following six and a half years in the
workshop, the opportunity arose to progress
into workshop control where he is now
overseeing a team of 17 technicians.

“One of the most memorable moments for
me on my FLM course was when a high level
manager said ‘no-one ever prepares you for
how lonely management is’. This of course
blew my mind thinking ‘wow, it’s not just
me and if that is how someone a couple of
steps up the ladder feels then I’m going to
be OK’. I have started 2019 with the aim of
delegating more and empowering my team
whilst focussing on the people, with the aim
of helping them realise their aspirations.

Adam says, “At first I threw myself head first
into workshop control in the same manner in
which I had applied myself as a technician.
The big changing point in understanding
my role was after I took part in the Jardine
Motors First Line Management course. I
was always of the mindset that I had to be
in full control and be seen to be perfect. It
was only once on the course that I realised
the importance of self-reflection and more
importantly, from the cohort of managers
alongside me, that it was OK to be vulnerable
and not be perfect.

“The end goal for me is to
become a Head of Business
within Jardine. I have been here
for 8 and half years now and have
loved every second of it, meeting
and working with some amazing
and inspirational people along
the way.”
Adam Gibson – Workshop Controller, Audi Liverpool

Jamie’s motor trade career began when he
was 16.
Jamie recalls, “This came about on a career’s
day when the Service Manager of Liverpool
Audi, Darren, was stood in our car park in a
drop top S5 (I still remember it to this day).
He had a queue of pupils waiting for him
to take pictures of them in this sports car! I
patiently queued up and he asked ‘Do you
want a picture in the car as well?’ to which I
replied ‘No I want a job.’
“From there we began talking more in depth
about my career options and paths I had to
go down if I went into an apprenticeship in
mechanics. He gave me his business card
and asked me to email him with my CV. A few
weeks later I ended up getting the job and
that’s where it all began!
“I started my apprenticeship at an early age
and built great bonds with all of the staff
and management in both servicing and
sales. After I graduated from my Advanced
Apprenticeship, I started to see the brighter
side of the business (sales). I came across
this on a sunny day when I was running
around trying to fix cars and found my Used
Car Sales Manager Kenny outside organising
the pitch for cars to be displayed. I said
to him ‘You live the sweet life don’t you,
stood in the sun catching a tan whilst I’m
running around like a mad man’ to which
he replied, ‘If you think it’s that easy, why
don’t you come in on the weekend and try it
out yourself’. Eight weekends of coming in

learning the ropes followed before a position
became available for which I got offered an
interview for.
“My first interview went well, however I had
oil and dirt all over me as it was 2pm in the
afternoon and I had been doing a service
(I was caught slightly off guard!) My final
interview was with my Head of Business
Rudi and General Sales Manager Steve
(both of which who have only seen me in my
workshop clothing) so the surprise on their
face when I came in suited and booted was a
bit of a shock!
“Now I’m writing this story in the sales
department where I have a permanent seat. I
have progressed significantly and the whole
team have taken me under their wing and
have shown me new ways to sell cars each
day. I’m now toe to toe with our top salesman
which is a great achievement for my second
month in this new role.

“I think JMG has a great aspiration
across the board for women and
men. My aspiration for 2019 is to
become Senior Sales Executive
in my first six months of being
here at Liverpool Audi. It’s an
ambitious goal; however with the
help everyone’s giving me I don’t
see why it wouldn’t be possible.”
Jamie Hemingway – Sales Executive, Audi Liverpool
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I started my automotive career
in 2008 as a Sales Executive,
but after nine months decided
it wasn’t for me and moved into
luxury retail, selling jewellery.
Within a year, I was the Store
Manager and did this role for four
years until the company went into
administration.
I returned to the automotive industry in 2013
as a Service Advisor and after 18 months
moved across to Workshop Control. A year
later, I was approached through a mutual
contact from another motor retail group to
apply for a new role as an Aftersales Process
and Business Development Manager.
After an intense interview process with the
Aftersales Director and a presentation to
the Divisional Aftersales team, I took on this
role to standardise the Aftersales process
across the group (33 sites) and launch new
programmes and carry out training in these
fields. My role also included seeking ways to
maximise Aftersales opportunities and drive
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retention; monitoring VHC performance/
outbound bookings process, driving Service
Plan sales, as well as visiting struggling sites
to monitor and coach.
Approximately a year into this role, we
became part of a bigger retail group and
restructured the Divisional team. At this
time, I was promoted to Divisional Aftersales
Manager for the Volkswagen Division.
This was a big challenge for me, but I really
got stuck in and was part of some impressive
growth figures year on year and really aligned
some key processes during a difficult time
for the division. In June 2017 I went on
maternity leave.
When considering my next position, I decided
I would like to gain some more experience
in a management role at dealership level.
I also wanted a fixed location of work, with
less travel, to help my work/life balance too.
I started with Jardine Motors at the Lancaster
Reading dealership in May 2018 and haven’t
looked back!
Cate Parker – Service Manager, Land Rover Reading

Beth began her career straight out of Sixth
Form College and into the role of Admin
Clerk for the military at Colchester Garrison.
Over the next 10 years she progressed within
the Company until she finally became the
Administration Manager at the Garrison
Headquarters. She moved to Jardine Motors
nearly three years ago into the role of
Benefits Administrator.
Since Beth joined the company she has
quickly progressed and within the three
years has held four different roles. After
six months in the Benefits role, she moved
into the position of HR Advisor which was
a secondment covering maternity leave.
Towards the end of the secondment, Beth
secured a new role as PA to the IT Director
and then in September 2018 became
Dealership Co-ordinator for Mercedes-Benz
of Chelmsford, Colchester and Ipswich.

Additionally, since starting within the
Company, she has covered for the HR
Director’s PA during times of any absence.
Beth explains: “My aspirations going forward
are to really start becoming the best I can
in my role as Dealership Co-ordinator. I love
working for Jardine Motors and MercedesBenz in particular; I love my dealerships and
the people that work in them. I hope that I
can inspire others within the Group and that
my progression will show that anything is
achievable if you work hard enough for it.
My future career aspirations are to continue
in a support role but my real passion is
HR, and I am hoping to enrol onto my CIPD
course to assist in my long term personal
development.”
Beth Beckham – Dealership Co-ordinator,
Mercedes-Benz of Colchester

I started my career in the airport
as a customer service agent,
checking people in for boarding
etc. I loved the customer
interactions but really struggled
with the shift work, so thought
about what I could do that was
still customer focused but had
more normal working hours.
That’s when I joined the automotive industry.
My first role was with Audi Slough as a
trainee service advisor. At first, I found the
job a struggle because I didn’t really know
what I was doing and I admit I’m the sort of
person that gets easily frustrated because I
want to be able to do and know everything
now! However, once I knew the processes,
customers, brand and colleagues, everything
started to fall into place and I loved the job.
After becoming comfortable in the job, I was
ready for the next challenge and moved to
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BMW as a service reception manager where I
oversaw a workshop of technicians and team
of four advisors. I was very quickly promoted
after only five months in the role. To begin
with, when I was approached to apply for
the promotion, I really questioned myself.
However, all my team were encouraging me
to go for it and that gave me the confidence
knowing I had the backing on my colleagues,
and so I was made service manager.
Again, I went through the usual period of
not enjoying the job because I was getting
frustrated not knowing exactly what I was
doing and feeling like I was fumbling my way
through it. I was also unsupported; my boss
gave me an office and team and told me
to get on with it. It also didn’t help that the
business went through a turbulent time with
new leaders at the top. What kept me going
was the support of the bodyshop manager,
and we worked brilliantly together. It proved
to me that you can find support in other
colleagues, not necessarily the hierarchy.

After a while of delivering year on
year increase in profits, I decided
I needed the next challenge;
something a bit different.
Sometimes you need to be proactive
and look for the opportunities yourself. I
contacted Barney at McLaren via Linkedin.
We met, chatted and then I went through a
formal interview process for a job that was
available. It has been the challenge I needed.
My advice is: be patient with yourself. I
wanted everything yesterday, which is
why I would get easily frustrated in a new
role. I learnt that not everything was 100%
right when I walked into a new role and
that to make things better, I had to win the
team over, learn from others, and most
importantly, be patient.

Along the way, I have also experienced
gender discrimination. I had one particular
Head of Business who didn’t believe women
should be working let alone in the motor
industry and he made his feelings very clear.
But because I had the support of other
colleagues, this gave me confidence in my
own ability so it didn’t affect me in the way it
could have done had I met him earlier on in
my career. Because I had the support of other
managers, I knew it was his problem, not
mine. Actually, it drove me to do to better.
I was not going to let him get the better of
me and bring in a man to do the job which I
knew I was brilliant at.
Charlotte Dafe – Aftersales Manager, McLaren Ascot
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Claire Lomax has been in the motor industry
for 17 years, beginning as an apprentice
before moving to senior reception roles
and then in to management. She’s been
with JMG for 17 months, having previously
worked for Volkswagen as a Service Advisor.
She transferred from Oldham to Liverpool
in March in order to become their new
Aftersales Manager; the first woman to hold
this role in the Audi division and fulfilling a
personal career goal. We spoke to her about
her new role.
‘In my role I look after the day-to-day running
of the service department, ensuring the staff
are all happy and performing well. I also
ensure we’re hitting any targets and look
after the budgeting for the department.
‘Since joining JMG, I’ve been involved in a
lot of Learning and Development initiatives
including Lift Up, First Line Managers and the
Audi-specific program. Within five weeks of
joining the Group, I was accredited by Audi
for my role and now I’ve received additional
accreditation as a Service Manager, getting
92% on the tests which is a fantastic result!
‘The Lift Up and Automotive 30% Club
programmes were very empowering; I liked
that they made women feel successful in a

way that encouraged support of one another
to succeed rather than pitting them against
each other, which is so counter-productive
especially in a male-dominated industry.

‘My goal when I started here at
Jardine Motors, was to become
the first female Service Manager
in Audi and I’ve achieved that
goal quicker than I expected. I’m
absolutely made up and this is
a huge site, so I always need to
make sure I’m on the ball.
‘For now I just want to focus on becoming
great at being a Service Manager and
perhaps in the next few of years I’d like
to become more familiar with parts and
aftersales in order to prepare for the next
step in my career. Perhaps long term I’d
like to become a Head of Business, but for
now I’ve achieved a goal I set myself and
I want to focus on becoming successful in
it. Thankfully, Jardine Motors has a really
great support network and progression
opportunities, so I’m excited to see what
lies ahead.’
Claire Lomax – Service Manager, Audi Liverpool

Hitchin Audi broadened my aspirations,
fulfilled my desires and certainly widened my
prospects when they took me on as a trainee
sales executive May 2018. I’ve always been
enthusiastic about cars and where my mum
loves hand bags, heels and make up, I love
the sound of a V8 engine. Audi is a brand I’ve
always appreciated and loved. When working
on reception I felt immensely proud to wear
the infamous four rings on my work jacket. I
will be forever grateful to my colleagues for
seeing something in me and enabling me to
do what I’ve always wanted, working for a
premium brand alongside some great people
and most importantly cars!!
Since I took on the role I have progressed as
a person, gained a lot more knowledge and
obtained the confidence to speak openly
about cars and giving our customers the best
and fairest advice I can. I have even been
lucky enough to have been nominated for
CLT which was hands down one of the most,

well thought-out, organised and surreal
experience’s I have ever encountered. Well
done Audi!! It was an experience I can hand
on my heart say I wish everybody could
participate. To feel proud was the main
element for me. I have always believed in
the brand but coming back from Germany I
have never felt so passionate about one in
particular. It made me just as excited as Audi
are about what’s to come in the future.

At 19 years old I am eternally
thankful for Audi for bringing
out the better side of me and
developing my skills. It has not
only changed my mind set and
my attitude but also my lifestyle
and expectations.
I cannot wait to see what 2019 holds.
Emily Plant – Trainee Sales Executive, Audi Hitchin
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Jennifer is a Service Adviser at
Porsche Centre East London. She
has a BA in Criminology and an
MA in Organised Crime and has
been with Jardine Motors for a
year. While new to Jardine, she’s
thrown herself in to the role and
has big aspirations for her career.

‘The company culture here is fantastic. It feels
very inclusive, open and honest. Everyone’s
been so nice and it feels like a community,
everyone definitely shows that they care.
I also like that there’s always someone to
ask about the next step in your career and
that there are obvious, clear avenues for
progression. It’s never about what you can
do now, it’s about facilitating you gaining the
skills you need to get where you want to be.

‘I am a Service Adviser, which means that
I will see customers in who have issues with
their car and ensure they get through the
workshop quickly and efficiently. Additionally,
I’ll report back to them on any extra work
that may need doing, order any parts that
the service team require and just try to
ensure that work in the service department
goes smoothly.

‘I know that I want to become a leader, a
role model, as I want people to know who
I am and what I’ve done to get where I am.
The kind of career building available at
Jardine should help me achieve this goal; I
feel I’ve definitely gained more confidence
in professional environments already, along
with all the knowledge of the motor industry
and product knowledge which has given
me a great foundation to build on. Plus, the
inclusive culture lets me know that I’ll be
able to get the support I need to achieve
this goal.’

‘The biggest challenge I’ve had to overcome
so far has been my self-confidence. I feel
like I picked up the product knowledge and
day to day processes, but I was sometimes
hesitant when delivering information to
customers, usually because I want to make
sure I was getting everything right.
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Jennifer Deane – Service Advisor,
Porsche Centre East London

John joined JMG in 2009 as a Sales Executive.
On his journey as Sales Executive, he was
fortunate enough to become the liaison
for both Liverpool FC and Everton FC and
got to meet players and staff from the
clubs and supply some of them cars. From
that experience it then led him to help the
established Local Business Development
Manager to support her when the contract
was won to supply the staff their company
cars so that gave John valuable insight on
how the LBDM role works. He then was
asked to cover the maternity leave for the
LBDM so it could continue to grow. John has
said ‘I don’t believe I would have got that
experience elsewhere so was very thankful
for that opportunity’.

Following her return, John then
worked alongside Toni so there
were two LBDM’s. They had
a great partnership and both
supported each other.
After a few years of being self-sufficient, John
decided in a moment of madness to apply
to be Sales Manager and develop his skills
further. Once again he doesn’t think he would
have had this opportunity elsewhere but JMG
like to promote from within and nurture the
talent they have.
He has also been fortunate enough to be put
through accreditation with Audi and has just
completed the First Line Manager program.
John Regan – New Car Sales Manager, Audi Liverpool
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When joining Amersham Audi
in April 2003 as a service driver,
a career in the motor industry
with ambition to progress was
not at the fore front of JP’s mind.
As time progressed, opportunities
presented themselves from service
bookings to service advisor and
then workshop control.
In 2012, Jardine Motor Group acquired
Amersham Audi, providing a clear picture
that people and internal progression where
two key pillars of their outlook. Within
months, JP started to enjoy his new role as
Assistant Service Manager and was enrolled

on specific management courses to help
further his progress. The Service Manager
role presented itself soon after and with the
support and guidance from the company,
JP took his next challenge of running a
department for the first time.
In 2016, having won Audi UK dealer of the
year and attending the Jardine flagship
training course ‘Leaders of the Future’, JP was
rewarded with the opportunity to become the
Head of Business. This is now a role that he
says he is proud to be in and an achievement
that shows with hard work, desire and a
company willing to invest training and time in
you, anything is possible.
JP Jamil – Head of Business, Amersham Audi

I have been in the industry since
July 2014 and joined Jardine
Motors Group in June 2016. I
started my motor industry career
as a Part time Host. At the time it
suited me as I didn’t want much
responsibility as I had recently
had my own business and things
didn’t work out. I had never been
in the Birmingham Land Rover
dealership but it appealed to me.
After being there for six months, the Service
Manager approached me and asked if I
would like to get involved in bookings. I
agreed and did this alongside my part time
host role to make up a full time position.
Within three months of helping with
bookings, I moved into service. I shadowed
the technicians and workshop control which
enabled me to learn the technical side which

was a big advantage and helped massively
in my Service Advisor role. Six months into
this, management informed me that the
way I supported the customers had been
acknowledged and they wanted me to
become a Customer Relations Manager.
When Jardine acquired the dealership, I
was asked to take on the role of Quality
Manager which was a field I had never
even considered going into. However they
assured me that I had the qualities they
were looking for. Eight months in I was then
offered a regional quality manager role in the
Midlands. In 2018 I was approached by the
Head of Business in Wolverhampton Jaguar
Land Rover and asked if I would consider
becoming a Customer Experience Manager
for them. I accepted the opportunity and I
now manage a team and deal with every
complaint that comes into the business.
Julie Drew – Customer Experience Manager,
Jaguar Land Rover Wolverhampton
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I joined Jardine Motors in April 2016 as a
Dealership PA from a Truck and Bus Fleet
Administrator background. The prestigious
retailer environment was something
completely new to me, but I was excited to
learn and progress. I went on the very first
group induction, where I was first introduced
to our JOLIP values. I learnt very quickly that
I would use these values everyday and they
have become a value I pride myself on.
After a year in the Dealership PA Role, I
applied for a new opportunity and was
successful in becoming the Customer
Experience Manager for Jaguar Land Rover
Milton Keynes. This role again was something
I had never done before, but with my passion
for customer service, it was a challenge I
wanted to take on.
Due to personal circumstances I needed to
relocate back to my home county of Kent,
although I didn’t want to leave Jardine
Motors. As fate would have it, I found that our
Tonbridge Jaguar Land Rover dealership had
a Customer Experience Manager vacancy. I

was interviewed by Paul Varney, Head
of Business, and was thrilled to be offered
the role.

I have now been part of the Jaguar
Land Rover Tonbridge team for a
year, and feel that I am a valued
and well respected member of
the business. My highlight of
2018 was being asked for my
customer service feedback, which
was filmed and played at the
Jaguar Land Rover Global Retailer
Conference.
It’s not often a platform arises to speak
about yourself and as such I would like to
thank Jardine Motors Group for not only
supporting my development within two roles
that I had little background in, but also for
the support in my personal life and transfer
between retailers.
Georgia Buckley – CRM Manager, Jaguar Tonbridge

Insights Workshop
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Laura started her career in the
motor trade in 2005 and has
worked in various areas of the
industry including insurance,
service and the workshop.
An ambition of Laura’s was to work for a
main dealer and subsequently she joined
Jardine Motors Group in January 2017 as
a booking’s advisor at the Milton Keynes
Jaguar Land Rover dealership. After a lot of
hard work, determination and showing the
company values in everything she did, she
was promoted to the Customer Experience
Manager role in March 2018.
Laura said, ‘I am passionate about our
customers having a first class service, so
I feel that this role was made for me and I am
eager to put a real positive stamp on a role
that I am tackling head on!’.
Laura Coghlan – Customer Experience Manager,
Jaguar Land Rover
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Mark began his career at Next as a part time
Sales Assistant whilst studying at College.
He worked his way up whilst and within
a month of going full time became a
Department Manager. Mark managed three
different departments in two different
stores and progressed further to become
Operations Manager.
In 2008 he decided on a career change and
joined the motor trade as a Sales Executive
within a Volkswagen dealership. Mark again
worked his way up to Sales Manager within
two different dealerships and in May 2017,
moved to the Audi division in the same
dealer group as Used Car Sales Manager.
He joined Jardine Motors when Bolton Audi
was taken over from another dealer group in
October 2017 and in January 2019, become
the New Car Sales Manager.

Mark went through our First Line
Manager Programme in 2018 and
we asked him ‘What was your
greatest learning experience from
the FLM programme and why?’

‘The programme was put together to provide
an opportunity to explore and further
develop the necessary skills and behaviours
required to be an even more effective first
line leader in the workplace and it has given
me the tools to do this. There were four
modules to the programme and the one that
stood out for me was Coaching, Delegation
and Feedback. In this module we learnt
techniques such as mind mapping, a range
of coaching approaches, components of
high sustained performance and the
TGROW model.
‘The TGROW model really stood out for me
and gives a fantastic structure to a coaching
conversation. I was able to put this and
the other techniques into practice in a safe
environment with other colleagues in similar
roles with the guidance of a trainer. I have
since been able to use this when structuring
conversations with my team and am getting
great outcomes from the conversations that
we have had.’
Mark Pennington – Used Car Sales Manager,
Audi Bolton

Natasha Freed begun her
career with Jardine Motors as a
receptionist before progressing
to the role as a Local Business
Development Manager through
our recommendations program.
She’s held the role for 17 months
now and has a reputation for
optimism and fantastic customer
service. We spoke to her about
her time at JMG so far.
‘My role consists of a lot of customer servicebased functions such as prospecting new
customers, managing existing relationships
with customers and inspecting cars for
handovers. I also do some admin work and
diary management.

‘I’d say the biggest challenge I’ve
experienced was the initial transfer into the
motor industry from outside. Learning all
the jargon and insider language took some
time but now it’s second nature. In terms
of my day-to-day operations, finding new
businesses to prospect can be a difficult task
but I’m always proactive, positive and take it
one day at a time.
‘I like that Jardine is all about the customers
as this suits my style of working, I’m always
focussed on providing great customer
service. I think that if you look after the
customers then everything else will fall in to
place as they’re the ones that will make you
successful. I’d like to get on some training
opportunities in the coming months to gain
more experience and further my career.’
Natasha Freed – Business Development Manager,
Audi Hitchin
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Nathan began his automotive
career at a BMW dealership out
of group and is now an Assistant
Manager with Porsche, having
joined Jardine Motors in 2015. He
attended the First Line Manager
course earlier this year and
particularly liked the elements
that focussed on communication.
‘The insights profile was a really eye-opening
exercise and it helped me understand more
about my own preferred communication
style and how to apply this in the workplace,
whether that be during coaching, one to ones
or in harder conversations. It also taught me
about trying to foster the kind of workplace
culture that celebrates and encourages
communication and feedback, both from
managers and to managers. It’s important
to encourage feedback about your own
methods as well as having the confidence to
give constructive feedback in an effective and
positive way.’
Nathan Hawkey – Assistant Sales Manager,
Porsche Cambridge
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Andrea had always wanted to get
into sales but her career started
as a trainee hairdresser for four
months when she came out of
school – she hated it! She then
did a number of roles in a gym,
from reception to selling hypoxia
therapy to clients which sparked
the interest in sales. Following
redundancy in that role, she
approached Halesowen Audi
in 2005 with a view to being a
trainee sales executive.
She was offered the role of receptionist
by the then head of business with a view
to learning the industry, the products
and the departments from the ground
up. By 2007 she’d achieved just that and
became Halesowen Audi’s first trainee

sales executive. Within six months she had
become a fully-fledged sales executive, but it
didn’t stop there. Shortly afterwards Andrea
achieved her sales executive accreditation
with Audi!
Following successful completion of the
Leaders of the Future programme in 2013,
Andrea was successfully promoted to the
Used Car Controller. She was supported by
the brand and completed the Audi Business
Manager assessment, resulting in her quick
ascension to management. In 2014 she was
promoted to the Used Car Sales Manager.
Andrea concludes, “If I were to do it all over
again, what advice would I give yourself?
I would push myself a bit more and have
more confidence in myself. In this industry
it can feel hard to progress as a woman in
management, but I would have liked to have
pushed myself more at an earlier point.”
Andrea Devaney – New Car Sales Manager,
Halesowen Audi
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Lucy had worked in the customer
service sector for 14 years prior to
joining JMG and has been with the
Mercedes-Benz division for four
years. She is the Customer Care
Manager for Mercedes-Benz and
Smart of Lakeside and supports
the division with CSI and group
induction.
‘I will never forget the feeling of my first day
walking into our Lakeside dealership. Being
a massive Formula 1 fan all my life, and being
a great admirer of Mercedes-Benz since a
child, I felt as if I had won the lottery. For the
first few months, believe it or not, I genuinely
had to pinch myself when I woke up in the
morning to make sure this was not just all a
wonderful dream.
‘Six months into my role, it was clear that
my approach was not working as well as it
could and I needed to make a bigger impact
on my team and peer group. I remember my
then boss and mentor telling me, “In this
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world Lucy, you need to be a lion and at
the moment you are a cub.” At that point, I
thought long and hard about my personal
impact and how in this industry you needed
to be a stronger and more confident version
of yourself if you wanted to succeed and
make an impact. All the skills and tools
where there, but I didn’t believe in myself
enough and I struggled to hold eye contact
with a peer when in disagreement over ideas.
When I look back at that version of me, I feel
happy and sad at the same time – happy that
this industry has given me so much, yet sad
that I hadn’t been a part of it sooner.
‘I have been truly blessed to have had two
wonderful cornerstones for guidance and
mentorship around me. With their continuous
support and guidance over the last few years
I have found myself, as cliché as that may
sound. This change does spill over into your
personal life too. When you have a newfound sense of confidence and strength,
it is only natural that you are encouraged
to go out of your comfort zone and I will
often go out of my way to push myself into
arena’s that are new or try to gain as many

new experiences as possible. Having a male
mentor, who was in a position of authority
within the company, helped elevate my
confidence as he empowered me to believe
in my abilities and genuinely wanted me to
succeed for my own benefit.
‘In an environment where it can often feel like
a “boys club”, that support is invaluable and
reassuring and does help contribute towards
the culture change that is taking place in this
industry. If I could give advice to any female
wanting to progress within this industry or
any other it would be this: If you want to do
something or you have a goal in life, don’t let
anyone deter you and keep on believing in
yourself as anything is possible.
I am currently taking part on our cross
company mentoring scheme in the 30%
club and have been very lucky in having a
wonderful mentor Gillian Russell, a Partner
in Deloitte, who heads their Public Sector. It
has been amazing to meet Gillian and gain
an insight into the company’s fairness and
inclusion policies to help ensure the right
person, regardless of gender, always gets

the right role and promotion. During our first
meeting I was quite apprehensive about our
dinner date and worried if we would have
anything to talk about. 10 minutes and a gin
and tonic later, I need not had worried as
Gillian is very similar to me in personality and
she has a heap of experience and wisdom to
share. We talked for hours.
Thanks to the Women Ahead programme
and the people I have had around me, I am
now self-funding my HR and LD diploma. I
have provided coaching to others in my role
within the group over the last few years and I
am extremely passionate about learning and
development – I want to give back to others
what I have been lucky enough to receive.
Long term aspirations for me is to be able
to help shape a colleague and customer
journey, in which capacity I am not sure just
yet and that is OK. For now I am committed
to my colleagues and our customers and
helping them all have the best experience
possible within our dealership.
Lucy Barnard – Customer Care Manager,
Mercedes-Benz Lakeside

Rachel began her career with
Jardine Motors as an Account
Executive and has risen up the
company over eight years to
her current role as a Corporate
Accounts Supervisor, now heading
up a team of four. She entered the
First Line Manager course earlier
this year and really enjoyed the
training, finding that it helped
with her confidence and with
managing her team.
‘I’d say that one thing I definitely improved
whilst on the course is my handling of difficult
conversations. I’m a lot more confident in
dealing with those kinds of situations, trying
to balance empathy and structured criticism.
The course assists in developing the way
you speak and interact with different people,
making you think about yourself and how you
interact with everyone else, a very important
skill for a manager. I’ve made efforts to
become more approachable and this has
been remarked upon by those that have
worked with me.’
Rachel Halley – Corporate Accounts Supervisor

Ryan Smith, Dealer Principal, Porsche Centre
Cambridge has successfully completed and
received his Diploma in Leadership from the
ILM, which is a huge accolade.
Ryan completed the JMG’s Leaders of
the Future Programme earlier this year,
gaining the ILM qualification as part of
this programme.
On top of attending the modules, Ryan
was required to produce three assignments;
these were leadership, change and
customer service. Following his training
Ryan moved from his role as General
Manager at Volkswagen Aylesbury to
Dealership Principal at Porsche Centre
Cambridge. Before this move, we spoke
to Ryan about how he felt the training
programmes that he had completed had
benefited him and the business.
WHAT HAVE BEEN THE EFFECTS OF THIS

Volkswagen network. We now operate above
our financial budget and have improved
financially over £800,000 since 2016. We are
also ranked 13th in the Volkswagen networks
‘One Business Scorecard’. Our employee
survey results mirror this improvement and
the culture and atmosphere on the site is
greatly improved.
DO YOU FEEL YOUR LEADERSHIP
STYLE HAS IMPROVED? IS YOUR TEAM
OPERATING BETTER?
Yes and Yes! I am more confident as a leader
and am better informed about making
decisions and giving advice. I enjoy coaching
my management team and have plenty
of examples and theories to share with
them when they need the support. This has
strengthened the management team and
united the whole team to perform towards a
common goal.

COURSE ON THE BUSINESS?
I think I am more strategic and have
increased my emotional intelligence, this has
helped me manage my team through difficult
times with the Volkswagen brand. I have
also put more thought into building a high
performing team. I now plan ahead to ensure
we can achieve our long-term goals.
Our dealership was underperforming vs
Volkswagen targets and Jardine targets.
When I started in January 2017 the business
had suffered a significant financial loss as
well as being in the bottom three of the

WHAT DROVE YOU TO GET INVOLVED IN
THIS OPPORTUNITY INITIALLY?
I wanted to improve myself and further my
career in a tangible way and this program
offered professional training as well as a
formally recognised qualification from the
ILM. It has been a challenge to complete but
I have enjoyed it and believe it is well worth
the commitment.
Ryan Smith – Dealer Principal,
Porsche Centre Cambridge
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Growing up Sara aspired to be a hairdresser.
She studied this at college and worked her
way from hairdresser to Salon Manager within
four years. Due to personal circumstances,
Sara decided to make a change in her career
and found a Booking Clerk job with MercedesBenz, starting her career in the motor trade.
After six months Sara decided that she
had learnt all she could in the booking
environment and wanted a new challenge.
An opportunity for a Service Advisor role
came up and at the time the company she
was working for had been family run for 72
years so being traditional they had to ask the
board of directors if they could offer Sara the
job as she was female. As a result of Sara’s
capability, she was offered the role and was
there for seven years. The director of the
company would only deal with Sara when
his car was in.
Sara then went to live in Australia and worked
for Mercedes-Benz Brisbane as a Service
Advisor for two years.
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After returning to the UK Sara worked in
various dealerships before joining Jardine
Motors Group at Milton Keynes Land Rover in
June 2012 as a Service Advisor. In September
2016 Sara secured a Service Manager role
in the Wolverhampton Jaguar dealership
following the successful completion of the
Aftersales Development Programme. Since
then Sara has been an integral part of the
management team, supporting her team day
to day and also during the transition between
the old Jaguar Land Rover site to new arch
facility in Wolverhampton.

Alongside her work life one of
Sara’s self-taught hobbies is
restoring her 1933 Morris Minor –
she hopes to have this on the road
by April 2019.
Sara hopes to continue to improve and make
the aftersales team in Jaguar Land Rover
Wolverhampton a success.
Sara-Jane Jordan – Service Manager, Jaguar Land Rover
Wolverhampton

Sean’s time in JMG has been a strong learning
curve that has reaped numerous rewards.
Having started off as a Sales Executive at
Liverpool Audi, he quickly learnt the ‘Jardine
Way’ and learnt that this was something
he’d be able to identify with throughout
his career. Having paved a successful Sales
Executive path, he then started on a passage
towards Business Manager. This entered him
into being enlisted in the first cohort of the
Business Manager Development Programme
when it was in its infancy.
Following successful completion of this,
he was promoted to Business Manager
in Warrington. This was something he
relished and enjoyed throughout his tenure,
however he always had one eye on a sales
manager role.

After a strong six month period, he was
offered the position of Sales Manager by the
Head of Business in Warrington, which he
accepted. Since his promotion, he’s achieved
numerous personal and professional goals,
including selling and delivering 103 cars in
March 2018.

Sean said: “I’m looking forward to
continuing my journey with JMG,
which I hope will include further
progression and experience”.
The one piece of advice I would give to
my younger self is: “Ensure that you are
consistent with your approach to everything
that you do”.
Sean Holburt – Used Car Sales Manager,
Audi Warrington
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Having left college with the aim of becoming
a hairdresser and beautician, Sharon took a
completely different direction in her career
and applied for the role of a Parts Van Driver.
The interviewers saw something in her and
instead decided to offer her a customer
service role and so she began training as an
apprentice. She took part in sales, admin and
workshop roles and learned about different
aspects of the vehicle before becoming a
full time Service Advisor. She joined Jardine
Motors 19 years ago and has had roles across
Porsche, Mercedes-Benz and Aston Martin
where she is now Aftersales Manager in the
Cambridge dealership. Her rise to Aftersales
Manager is an inspiration to us all.
‘When I joined Aston Martin Cambridge our
customer satisfaction ratings were at rock
bottom so my first task as Service Manager
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was to ensure that this was remedied. By
going back to basics and re-evaluating our
core service process, we managed to achieve
not only the highest rating in the network, but
the highest rating globally within 12 months,
an accolade that we held for six months. This
was an amazing turnaround and is one of
the proudest achievements in my career so
far especially considering I’d just entered the
role. We received an award for this and have
been recognised in HLS for our high customer
satisfaction and I personally was rated in the
top three Service Managers in only my second
year in the role.
‘I’m always setting goals for myself and when
I initially became a Service Manager, I knew
I wanted to be an Aftersales Manager within
five years. I’ve managed to achieve this ahead
of time so now I’m looking further ahead.

Having worked my way up the business
across premium and HLS brands, I think I
have a lot of insight that I would to pass to
other brands and businesses. We have a HLS
Aftersales Manager who I’d like to work with
to combine our knowledge in order to go out
and help others around the business reach
their potential.
‘Short term, I’m currently involved in the
Women Ahead mentoring programme and
I’m getting a lot out of my meeting with my
mentor. Even being selected for it has been
a boost as it shows that senior management
see me as someone to watch and have faith
in me. One of my goals is to be able to think
on my feet a bit more and it’s nice to have
someone to bounce off.
‘Over my time at Jardine I’ve had some
challenges in my personal life. I cared for my

Mum while she was ill and subsequently lost
her, but I think these difficulties may have
made me more determined. At one point, my
husband asked me: ‘Are you sure you can
handle everything that’s going on?’ and my
response was ‘Why not?’.
The last few years at Jardine have been really
refreshing. The new senior management team
are really investing in their people and their
new attitude towards women is fantastic.
I’m really enthusiastic about getting women
in to the motor trade and assisting them in
advancing in their careers in what is still a
largely male-dominated industry and it’s
brilliant to see that enthusiasm championed
by those at the top. I’ve been with Jardine for
19 years and the last five have seen a massive
change for the better.’
Sharon Slator – Aftersales Manager, Aston Martin
Cambridge
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Before working with Jardine Motors Group,
Trinity studied a Criminology degree at
Sheffield Hallam University. In her second
year she was selected for a Study Abroad
programme and had the opportunity to study
at Deakin University in Melbourne, Australia,
which she describes as a ‘once in a lifetime
opportunity’ and helped her to develop
resilience and independence. Even from a
young age, Trinity has loved Porsche and had
a passion for cars, so jumped at the chance to
apply for the role of a Trainee Sales Executive
at Porsche Cambridge with the Jardine
Academy after graduating from University.

During the 12-month programme the Academy
trainees received training on topics such
as: branding, product knowledge, technical
knowledge and sales processes and includes
a mix of workshops, e-learning, observations
and ‘on-the-job’ experience. Trinity says
‘everyone has always been there to lend a
helping hand and answer my never-ending
list of questions. I’ve had a really great mentor
and being surrounded by amazing trainers,
colleagues and fellow trainees has taught me
that the more people work as a team to build
each other up, the more successful we all
will be.’

We spoke to Trinity about her journey through
the 12-month Jardine Academy and what
her future aspirations were. ‘Throughout the
application and interview process I constantly
doubted myself and was convinced that
I’d been unsuccessful. I later learned that
not only did I successfully land the job, I
also received the highest ever mark for the
Academy assessment day. It was a huge
confidence boost and made me feel like I’d
found where I was supposed to be.’

‘I have received so much encouragement
and guidance along the way and have never
before felt so supported in a role; as a result
I would love to return the favour in the future
and manage my own team. For now, I feel
really lucky to be working with such an iconic
luxury brand with so much history and am
taking every opportunity that comes my way
with both hands. I’m really happy settling into
my new role as a fully-fledged Sales Executive
whilst pushing myself to achieve great things.’
Trinity Osborne – Sales Executive, Porsche Cambridge
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Victoria began her career as a
Team Leader for Sainsbury’s
before moving to an insurance
brokers after finishing her first
degree. She decided that she
could not see this is as her forever
career and that HR would be a
better fit, however she found it
hard to secure a role in HR with
no experience.
After completing several research projects
with her previous university, they suggested
that she sign up for her Level 7 Postgraduate
CIPD course. Victoria was able to demonstrate
that she was dedicated to securing a role
in HR by enrolling on the course and selffunding. Over a few months Victoria saved
enough money and left her role in insurance,
hoping that as she would be immediately
available, she would be able to secure a
temporary HR role which she could include
on her CV.
After working as a HR Consultant’s Assistant
and HR Executive recruiting new colleagues
up to Director level at RDC, an IT infrastructure

company, Victoria secured her first permanent
role as HR & Development Assistant at an
SME specialising in heating, biomass and
training. This role allowed Victoria to grow
under a Head of HR and get involved in
company values, employee engagement
and training.
Victoria then decided she wanted to further
her education and started her Master’s
were she was headhunted to join Climate
Energy, becoming the Group’s HR Officer.
Unfortunately, the company went into
administration and Victoria joined JMG as a
Junior HR Business Partner. During her time
with Jardine she has developed into a HRBP
working with several divisions during her
three and half years with the group with her
more recent role being HR Business Partner
for BMW and Mercedes-Benz.
Victoria also supports University research,
mentors 16-24 year olds through the CIPD
mentor scheme and has worked with two HR
mentors over the years to increase her skills
and knowledge.
Her aspirations are to grow into a bigger role
and become a HR Director in the future.
Victoria Brice – HR Business Partner, Human Resources

Victoria began her career as a Sales Admin
Assistant at a family run Peugeot dealership
covering maternity leave and since then
has never left the industry! Over the next
fifteen years she progressed through
various franchises to become a Senior Sales
Administrator at Mercedes-Benz Retail Group.

Victoria joined Jardine Motors
in 2010 as Dealership Secretary
at Land Rover Welwyn before
transferring to McLaren London
and then to St Albans Volkswagen.
Speaking to Victoria about her career she
said, “The Dealership Secretary role covered
a variety of tasks and included a lot of HR
support which is where my passion for
the role grew. In 2016 I gained my CIPD
qualification which helped me secure the role
as a Junior HR Business Partner. I had a lot of
guidance and support from my manager at
the time who would often challenge me by
asking me to complete tasks which were
out of my comfort zone; this helped to build
my confidence and achieve my goal of
becoming a HRBP.
“My aspirations going forward is to do the
best job I can to ensure the dealerships
that I support succeed. I hope I can inspire
others to show that if you work hard enough,
progression is possible, especially whilst
working for JMG.”
Victoria Gold – HR Business Partner, Human Resources
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I began my career at Hays, recruiting in
the Construction and Property sector and
eventually moving into the Accountancy and
Finance industry. When I applied to join JMG
in the Recruitment team, really eager about
the prospect of supporting all of the brands
we work with, the thing I was most excited
about was the Women Ahead initiative (I
even remember making sure that I brought it
up in my interview) - the prospect of joining
a forward-thinking and innovative company
who put emphasis on championing all of the
people that work with them was a breath
of fresh air, having recruited in the maledominated construction industry for the
majority of my career at that point.

resilience were so inspirational, and makes
our partnership with the charity even more
remarkable.
I’ve spoken to lots of candidates, managers
and current employees at different levels
throughout my time supporting the Audi
division, and I am hearing more and more of
them talking and asking about our affiliations
with the Automotive 30% Club, our Military
Technician schemes and our Academy
programme – it’s great to hear people shout
about our success so far with these and that
they want to play a part in us being even more
diverse and inclusive.

I do believe we work for a business that
is conscious about the development and
One person who will always stick out for me
as a true champion of diversity is Ruth Owens, wellbeing of its employees, and it goes even
further than that to the people that aspire to
CEO of Whizz-Kidz. I am sure everyone who
joined us on International Women’s Day 2018, work for us. We have a great reputation in the
industry and I have confidence it’s because of
will remember her stories of working in a
our commitment to ‘challenging the norm.’
male-led industry and the added challenge
of being a wheelchair user – her noCat Pitt – Recruitment Advisor, Human Resources
nonsense approach, displays of tenacity and
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I joined Jardine Motors Group
in 2017 from outside the motor
industry. I decided to pursue
a career in Human Resources
as I recognise the value and
importance of treating people
well and wanted to turn my
passion for people in to a career.
Having come from the education sector,
I was nervous to step in to a corporate
environment, but very excited to be a part of
an organisation which always puts people
first, displaying integrity on a daily basis. It is
nothing but a breath of fresh air to be able to

represent an organisation where diversity and
inclusion is at the forefront of strategies, and
where everyone matters and is appreciated.
I’m continuously very proud to work at JMG.
We are greatly supported and championed,
which makes me feel great excitement to
come to work and achieve great results
each day. I am surrounded by so many
passionate and inspirational leaders within
the organisation, who drive me to be the
best I can be in my role, and inspire me to
continue to develop myself both personally
and professionally.
Charlotte Duthie – Recruitment Specialist,
Human Resources
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Working in the motor industry with the
Listers Group for 14 years, I was more than a
little anxious to be joining JMG as Audi RAC
Manager. I worked in a very close knit group
where I was well respected, my advice was
heeded and instructions were actioned.
The role I held was part accounting function,
but the greater part was as the right hand to
the Jaguar Land Rover Brand Director whilst
managing a team of 10 accounts assistants
across 4 sites.

Well, all I can say is that as a business, if you
want to achieve, JMG will support you all the
way. I have not felt that being a woman has
had any impact on the support and training
offered by JMG. I will also say that in my prior
role, I didn’t see that the support or training
were missing.
Joining JMG has opened my eyes to how my
professional development was “glossed over”
in prior roles. I was well respected and from
a personal perspective, treated brilliantly. It
wasn’t until I came to Jardine Motors, that I
realised I have been put under a glass roof.
The barriers were there, I just didn’t see them.

In spite of this, there was always a feeling
of being a second class citizen. This was
particularly visible within the accounts teams.
“Not an income centre, no idea the pressures Looking back, I can see that part of that was
working in Accounts, but also the potential
sites are under, always moaning or chasing
for “stuff” to be done” just background noise… unreliability of putting a woman, who is also
a mother and wife, into a position of authority
What was I even thinking coming to a much
was seen as a waste of investment. Working
larger business where I knew no one in an
at JMG has allowed me to smash through the
office-based role, away from a dealership?
barriers I didn’t even realise existed.
Would I become a small fish in a very large
pond? Was it going to be worth it? Would that I am now focussing that support exponentially
to the 18 members of my all female team.
feeling of being background noise continue?
These were all questions that ran through my Giving support and advice to all of my
colleagues who are at varying stages of their
head. I decided that the possible benefits of
careers and opening doors to professional
my new role were worth the risk and I turned
development.
up to start my new role within the
Audi division.
Watch out JMG, the ladies of Audi RAC are
on a mission!
Dawn Watson – Audi RAC Manager
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Fiona has been with Jardine Motors Group for
three years, following starting her career in
agency recruitment, specialising in Finance
& Accountancy and then Brand Marketing.
Having joined JMG as a Recruitment
Specialist, Fiona was promoted to Senior
Recruitment Specialist after two years with
the company and now has a specialism of
employer branding.
‘It’s been great to see JMG’s continuous
focus, over my three years with the business,
on diversifying their leadership teams and
upskilling colleagues. Since joining, I’ve
seen the pace of our involvement with
many initiatives gain traction, and
partnerships progressed including the
Automotive 30% Club and Retail Week’s
‘Be Inspired’ campaign.

‘These relationships, alongside
the initiatives our Group HR
Director, Clare Martin, drives
across JMG, have kindled
something incredible, and driven
a huge amount of momentum
to discussions where we’re
challenging “the norm”,
empowering each-other and
building confidence in our
own abilities.
‘I’ve had the opportunity to develop since I
joined JMG, both in role changes, but also in
inter-departmental cross-skilling, which has
proven to be invaluable in such a large, multifaceted business.’
Fiona McCabe – Senior Recruitment Advisor,
Human Resources
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When Jane Hood joined Jardine
Motors Group in 2011, she wasn’t
expecting to be able to get
involved with so many different
areas, helping to drive JMG’s
processes and systems forward.
Jane has been involved in a wide range
of activities outside of her day-to-day role
of Dealership Coordinator for Volkswagen
Aylesbury but has found one of the most
rewarding avenues is being a colleague
support mentor, helping team members with
various aspects of their wellbeing. Her work
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in this area hasn’t gone unnoticed, being
crowned Jobswagger Champion 2019 at our
annual JMG Conference.
Jane said: “It was really rewarding to receive
the Jobswagger award, especially with it
being nominated by other colleagues from
across the Group. I’ve always tried to be a
supportive person and the training Jardine
offer, particularly through the MIND charity,
has allowed me to help colleagues who may
be struggling with something, whether it be at
work or not.”
Jane Hood – Dealership Co-ordinator,
Volkswagen Aylesbury

Jessica has been with Jardine
Motors for three and a half years
and had previously worked in
buying roles at Toys ‘R’ Us and
Carnival UK before becoming a
Purchasing Category Manager
based at Newbury Honda.
Catching up with Jessica about her career, she
said, ‘I, as part of a team of four, look after the
indirect spending of the group which covers
pretty much everything that isn’t cars. I get
to work with loads of different departments
on a variety of projects. Recently I’ve been
working with HR on a new L&D project but
I’ve also worked a lot with the property team
and the legal team. Departments come to us
if they want to find a supplier, whether that be
for goods or professional services like legal
advice. We’ll then go and talk with suppliers
and draw up contracts that benefit Jardine
and manage the relationship going forward.
‘Since joining Jardine, they’ve really invested
in me. They’re currently funding my CIPS
training, which is a professionally accredited

qualification for those in the supply chain
and purchasing sector. I’m in my second year
and Jardine have been very accommodating,
allowing me the time off I need to complete
it and even buying me the textbooks! I’m
also involved in the First Line Managers
programme (I’m due to give my final
presentation soon) and the 30% Club/Women
Ahead initiative. I’d like to become the Head
of Purchasing eventually and I’m working my
way there now and I know that whatever I feel
I need to do to get there, it’ll be facilitated.
‘Jardine is 100% the best place I’ve ever
worked. The role is great and my team have a
lot of autonomy. If I recommend something,
I only need it approving by one person and I
can get on with it, rather than having to get
it through endless bureaucracy. I know when
we do the engagement survey that any areas
highlighted for improvement will be worked
on, which is unfortunately a rarity in most
workplaces.’
Jessica Cooper – Purchasing Category Manager,
Group Purchasing
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Women in JMG Events
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WHAT DO YOU LIKE BEST ABOUT

CAN YOU NAME SOMEONE IN

YOUR JOB?

AUTOMOTIVE THAT IS A POSITIVE ROLE

Meeting a wide variety of new people; there
is so much to learn from others and life
experience is invaluable.

MODEL FOR YOU?

WHICH JOBS HAVE YOU ALREADY DONE
ON YOUR CAREER JOURNEY?
My current role is my first within the
industry, previously I was a Flight Attendant
on a Private Jet and before that an Aircraft
Handling Officer, so very different to what
I’m doing now.

WHAT IS THE BIGGEST CHALLENGE YOU
FACE WHEN TRYING TO PROVIDE GREAT
CUSTOMER SERVICE?
The biggest challenge for me is when
customers doubt that your knowledge and
expertise may not be as much as your male
colleagues. Sometimes I feel that I have
to work that bit harder to prove that I am
capable of doing the same as the others.
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There is not one particular person,
however I would say within my company
I have met quite a number of women who
I have found inspiring. They have encouraged
my growth and have taken a genuine interest
in my progress.

HOW WILL YOU ACHIEVE YOUR CAREER
AMBITIONS AND YOUR PERSONAL LIFE
AMBITIONS?
I am a strong believer that ‘mindset is
everything’ and I constantly work on being the
best version of myself. I truly feel that if you
work on yourself, apply the law of attraction
then anything is possible.

WHAT’S THE FUNNIEST THING THAT HAS

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE YOUR 16

HAPPENED AT WORK?

YEAR OLD SELF?

There are lots of funny moments, but I’ve
had quite a few customers express concerns
when heading out for a test drive. They’re in
disbelief that I am going to drive a 911 and
some have even asked my age! Admittedly
I do look younger than what I am, however I
have been driving for 14 years, so I am plenty
of years over the legal age to drive!

Focus on what you want and do everything
you can to get there, you can literally achieve
anything you put your mind to. Try to surround
yourself with people who are where you
would like to eventually be.

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR BIGGEST
ACHIEVEMENT IN LIFE?

HOW WOULD YOUR WORK COLLEAGUES
DESCRIBE YOU?
Helpful, I enjoy helping others.

IF THERE IS ONE THING YOU COULD
CHANGE ABOUT YOURSELF WHAT WOULD
IT BE?
I can honestly say there is not anything
particular that I would work on as I am always
working on myself and frequently making
changes, my motto is evolve or evaporate!

Literally everything I have wanted and
ended up achieving, but I would say one of
my favourites was I owned a motorbike for a
few years. It was a childhood dream and the
day I rode it out of the dealership was literally
a dream come true. So many people told me
I wouldn’t be able to do it and said things like
‘girls cannot ride’ etc, so achieving that
was priceless!
Karis Mcdonald – Sales Executive,
Porsche Centre East London

Kelly has worked for the Audi division for
Jardine Motors for 14 years. Kelly started off
as a service administrator before she was
promoted to Team Leader, then manager of
the Audi contact centre based at Halesowen
Audi. Managing a large team, Kelly soon
discovered how people who have personal
issues are affected both in their quality of life
as well as their performance at work. Kelly
thought of some ideas to help them value
the positive aspects of their lives rather than
focusing on the negatives.
Kelly thought a good way to do this would
be to introduce the people who worked for
her to do charity work. She started off by
getting the team involved in raising £1,000
for Brockswood Animal sanctuary which they
all really enjoyed. This then spurred them on
to want to do further fundraising activities
for charities that touched their hearts such
as Dementia UK, Re-think, Birmingham Dogs
home and the Birmingham Mission who
support the homeless in Birmingham.

During December the contact centre staff
helped the Birmingham Mission. The team
took it in turns to spend half a day helping
to make food parcels, help sort donated
clothes and wrap presents. The team all got
stuck in. No job was too big or too small
and they all came back on such a high. The
week after the teams volunteering work, Kelly
received another call from the mission to
thank the team for all their hard work and to
ask the team if they would like the honour
of delivering presents to the children in
need. The team all jumped at the chance to
help again, with two even offering to dress
up as Mr and Mrs Santa Clause. The team
completed their own mission on Wednesday
19 December and delivered presents to
children in emergency accommodation.
Some of the team actually got to meet some
of the children and their little faces beamed
with excitement and disbelief that Santa was
actually knocking at their doors.

Many of the team who helped
out at the mission thanked Kelly
personally for making them value
their own lives after seeing how
people who are less fortunate
have to live. The team are currently
still raising money for the mission
by organising charity nights.
My aspirations going forward are to continue
encouraging and supporting people to be
happy. I want them to be successful and
to value what they already have, by raising
awareness of all the things they have already
achieved that may not be so obvious to them.
Kelly Griffiths – Contact Centre Team Leader,
Audi Halesowen
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After having several other jobs
throughout my working life, I
finally found the one for me. This
was almost two years ago when
I become part of the team at
Peterborough TPS.
On my induction, I heard all about how
we raise money for our wonderful charity
Whizz-Kidz. It sounded like something I
wanted to do my bit for and I had an idea on
how I could fundraise – with the help of the
Bearded Villains.
The Bearded Villains are a group that I
have been a part of since late 2015, after my
best friend told me all about them. They are
world’s largest, social media ran beard club.
The group started in America back in 2014 by
a guy called Frederick Von Knox. He wanted
to break the stereotype that you don’t have
to be a biker or a hipster to sport a fine
facial feature!

• Walking the length of Hadrian’s Wall (84
Since then it has grown to all four corners
miles) without a support vehicle, whilst
of the world with chapters from America to
carrying our own kit. Most people walk
the UK, Australia to Canada and everywhere
this challenging route in six days so we
in between. Even the ‘Villain’ in our name
thought we would aim to do it in 72 hours!!
is about breaking the stereotype, as when
Out of the four who started (due to some
people see groups of us together, they
pretty gruesome injuries), I was the only
assume we are an unsavoury bunch – they
one to complete the walk, completing the
couldn’t be further from the truth. In a nutshell
challenge in a time of 57 hours 48 minutes.
we are a group of like-minded gentlemen who
like to socialise together and do whatever we
As well as raising money for Whizz-Kidz,
can for charity/those less fortunate than us.
we do whatever else we can to support
other charitable causes. These include
With that in mind, I went and asked the
buying new games consoles for our local
guys if they fancied helping me raise money
for such a great cause. Obviously they agreed children’s hospital ward, monthly visits to
local homeless shelter to distribute food and
and between us we managed to raise just
clothing and volunteering at local community
under £4.5k last year. Not bad for a bunch of
bearded misfits! To do this we held numerous projects. I have also very recently signed up
to become a volunteer for Soldiers, Sailors,
charity events. A couple that spring to
Airmen and Families Association (SSAFA).
mind were:
• A virtual bike ride on exercise bikes,
covering the distance between
Peterborough and Paris (364 miles). We
did this as a relay between two bikes at
our local shopping centre and aimed to
complete it in under 12 hours. Our finish
time was 11 hours, 50 minutes.

What I have learnt over the past couple
of years is just how much of a precious
commodity time is. It costs nothing, yet at
the same time it is priceless. I will continue
to give people my time and would say to
anyone else, try it.
Lee Greeves – Parts Advisor, TPS Peterborough
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Demonstrating that motor
retail can offer a long and fruitful
career, Jardine Motors Group
and Volkswagen St Albans are
celebrating, as a member of the
Renewals team has clocked up
an impressive 15 years with
the business.
Volkswagen Divisional Renewals Manager,
Sarah Hudson, has been based at the St
Albans site for 15 years, holding a range of
different roles. Over the past decade and
a half, Sarah has seen a number of major
changes at the branch and in the motor
industry as a whole.
During her 15 years at JMG, Sarah spent 10
years as a business manager at St Albans
before moving into the position as renewals
specialist for five years. in September she
was promoted to role of Divisional Renewals
Manager, which has allowed Sarah to focus
on customer retention by travelling around
the dealerships, helping teams to drive results
through a number of upgrade campaigns.
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Sarah said, “Being able to help drive results
within the Volkswagen division has been
a really rewarding experience. My role has
allowed me to work across the six Volkswagen
sites, finding ways to offer customers
information and advice they may not be aware
of when it comes to early finance upgrades.
“During my 15 years at St Albans I have been
able to build up a strong customer base
where customers personally request to be
dealt with by me, which shows I have added
a real value to their service. In my current role
I hope to use this experience to share best
practice within the division.”
By focussing on customer retention, Sarah’s
main aspiration is to have the six Volkswagen
sites listed in the top 50 dealerships across
the network for customer retention – a goal
she and her team are approaching very fast.
Sarah Hudson – Volkswagen Divisional
Renewals Manager

Victoria Walton started her first full time role
working for Norwich Union Direct completing
insurance claims. After redundancy, Victoria
considered opportunities to take on a role
within a more direct sales environment and
began working for an insurance company
selling added value products into the motor
trade. It was at this point she was recognised
and approached by a dealership to consider
a trainee business manager position. From
this she became a trained retail manager
within six months. Following this, Victoria has
held several roles within the motor trade at
a variety of sites and businesses that have
included Business Manager, Transaction
Manager, Sales Manager, Brand Manager and
most recently in August 2019 she became a
General Manager.
Victoria commented, “I remember heading
down to London, excited but a little
apprehensive, about the unknown prospect
of the 30% Club. The meeting started and I
was immediately captivated by the range of
inspirational stories and the conversations
that were generated around me as a result.
It was refreshing to feel so inspired by the
collective experiences of others. I came away

starting to believe that it was possible
to break many of the societal barriers I
had always wilfully tolerated and assumed
‘the norm’.
‘It was also great to see so many male
mentors taking part in the movement as I
think it’s important that the conversation
doesn’t become one sided and misinterpreted
as an exclusive female fight for equality.
The 30% club’s ambition to create better
leadership, diversity and performance
needs men as well as women to respect the
process as a whole and communicate how
more equal gender balance can bring about
better, sustainable results for companies and
shareholders.
‘My immediate goal for the future is to be as
successful in my current role as I can be. I am
respectful of the fact that I can always learn
more and keep improving. I believe I can
continue to achieve and feel fulfilled but only
if I can maintain the courage to keep pushing
myself by focusing on my goals, and not the
obstacles in achieving them.’
Victoria Walton – Head of Business,
Volkswagen Towcester

My greatest learning from the FLM
programme was most definitely
the Insights module. Apart from
thoroughly enjoying the session
and finding the personal profile
that we received fascinating,
I have also been able to make
positive changes to relationships
in both my work and home life.
This module reinforced that as human
beings, we are all unique and we all perceive
situations, people and our environment
differently. But it is how we recognise this and
react that has the greatest impact.
Since completing this module, I have worked
hard to ensure that I spend quality time
working closely with the members of my team,
and I have gained a greater understanding of
their individual personas. Having this deeper
knowledge has allowed us to work to each of
our individual strengths and it has provided
a solid foundation for us to continue to grow
and develop together.
Claire Furey – Senior CRM, Team Leader
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Deborah began her career as a football coach,
teaching children in her local community. She
then gained management experience at a
hotel before entering the motor industry. She
worked as an administrator and sales person
at various brands and dealerships before
joining Manchester Audi in 2010. Beginning
as a Sales Executive, she has been a New
Car Business Manager and is now gaining
experience in used cars as the Used Car
Business Manager. She began the Women
Ahead program last year and has found it very
helpful and productive.
‘When I first became a New Car Business
Manager, I found that while I had the
knowledge and skills to do the role, I was
lacking conference. However, through working
with my mentor at the Bank of New York, I
was able to build my confidence while also
gaining important management insights that
have assisted me in my day-to-day work. I’ve
learned to take the politics of the job away
and see it in a more black and white sense,
doing what I need to do to get my job and
do it well.

‘My mentor also made the point
of how important it is to get work/
life balance correct. Although she
worked long hours, she always
made time for her family, which
I thought was a really important
insight for overall wellbeing.
She also gave advice on how
to effectively self-promote in a
subtle, non-invasive way.
‘My aspirations short-term are to gain more
insights into the used car aspect of the
business, which I’m finding really interesting.
Going forward, I’d like to be able to combine
the knowledge I gained as a new car business
manager with what I’m learning now to
become a Sales Manager and hopefully
General Sales Manager!’
Deborah Parry – Business Manager, Audi Manchester
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The Leaders of the Future course
reinforced the skills I had but
actually became a light bulb
moment for mentoring. It made
me realise that you need to
have a trusted support network
around you to have those ‘what
if..’ conversations.
I now have a mentor through the
Automotive 30% Club. He’s from Close
Brothers Asset Management and there’s
always a bit of nervousness around
how the relationship will be with a new
mentor. He’s really easy to talk to and
I have learnt so much already. For me I
want the relationship to help me to talk
about self-improvement and I would like
to learn from him about how he handles
things. I can then be the best version of
me because I’m listening to feedback. It’s
brilliant to have an open and transparent
relationship, which you can’t always have
with a colleague.
I’ve also learnt about the importance of
having a wider support network including
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trusted colleagues in the business that I
can also have the ‘what if...’ conversations
with. Open dialogue about selfimprovement is important, but it’s also OK
to sometimes show your vulnerable side to
those you trust.
Mentoring has also enabled me to
challenge my way of thinking. Receiving
feedback hadn’t always been a positive
experience for me in the past and it
therefore took me some time to take a
positive attitude towards asking for it.
The Leaders of the Future course helped
fast-track me through this experience,
so that now I actively seek out feedback.
Mentoring enables me to explore other
aspects of myself so I can be more
creative, braver with ideas and confident
in my decisions because I’ve explored the
potential outcomes fully before jumping in.
Getting things wrong is all part of learning.
It’s easy to beat yourself up and worry
about what everyone thinks, that perhaps
I’m not good at my job. But that’s not true.
Having self-belief is really important.
Julie Bierton – Group Compliance Manager

Kerry began her career at Tesco as a .com
Picker and worked her way up through her
passion for learning and began to move
between both operational and HR roles at
both the store and regional level, completing
a Business Management degree while there.
She moved to Jardine Motors three years ago
on the recommendation of a friend as a HRBP
and has now moved up to a Senior HRBP
position, in which she performs a myriad of
jobs supporting the management teams in
the delivery of the business’ people strategy,
which includes everything from employee
benefits and supporting progression and
medical all the way through to disciplinary
procedures.

‘The most important thing I took away from
it was that whatever you’re going through,
others have probably been through the same
thing, which is comforting in a way. I spoke to
Helen about my apprehensions surrounding
presenting to others and she empathised and
said that she still feels like that even at her
senior level, what had changed was the way
she handled the situation. She recommended
some tips, tricks and a few more books
which didn’t necessarily tell me what to do
but put me in the right direction. I found that
really confidence building and now feel more
equipped to handle more high pressure tasks
such as presenting, just knowing that I’m not
alone in that feeling.

My aspirations going forward are to continue
building my confidence. I’m unsure as to
where I want to go career wise, I’m doing
Leaders of the Future next year so I think that
‘At first I was unsure about what I was going to might assist me in finding some direction. To
get out of Women Ahead and found the idea
be honest my main aim is to just be the best
of being partnered with someone so senior
in the role I’m currently in and to find success
outside of the industry as quite daunting.
on a day to day basis. I think Women Ahead
However, once I met my mentor Helen, a
has increased my aspirations though, it’s
partner at EY, and began meeting her regularly given me extra confidence moving forward
I found the guidance and advice she gave
and some of the little nuggets of advice
me were really useful. It was nice to talk to
Helen help me stay focussed and keep me
someone quite removed from the industry
succeeding day to day.’
and get their outsiders perspective on things.
We spoke to her about being mentored
on the Women Ahead programme and
her aspirations.

Kerry Mavrides – Senior HR Business Partner,
Human Resources
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My greatest learning experience was finding
out my management style by the Insights
Discovery Colour Dynamics. When answering
the initial either or questions, I did question
where it was all going, but once it was
revealed that I was ‘Earth Green’ and reading
my personal profile, I was amazed. It was
a mirror image of myself, my strengths,
weaknesses, way of going about things etc. I
was slightly freaked out it was that accurate!!
Steven Moros – Transaction Manager, Mercedes-Benz
of Colchester
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Naomi Day has worked for Jardine Motor
Group since 2001, beginning as a Trainee
Accountant and completing her ACCA exams
while at Jardine. She’s since worked as an
Accountant, Business Analyst, Dealership
Accountant and Group Finance and Treasury
Manager, the last of which involved working
on the Wayside Acquisition where the group
increased in size by a third.
Now, she is a Divisional Financial Controller
for HLS, Porsche, Honda, Toyota and Lexus.
In this role she works with Brand Directors
and considers the different business cases for
each site whilst managing the accountants
at the sites and ensuring all their auditing is
correct. She is also involved in a variety of
group finance projects and set up the Finance
Academy program which has been a huge
success in its first year. We spoke to her about
her career, the Women Ahead program and
her aspirations.
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WHAT WAS YOUR EXPERIENCE OF THE
WOMAN AHEAD?
‘I really enjoyed it! I had a brilliant mentor,
Mark Bomer from BDO Group, whom I met
every month or so and he really pushed me.
Before going on the programme, I was under
the impression that my hard work alone
would be enough to get me noticed but Mark
encouraged me to be more forthright with
getting involved in and starting new projects I
wanted to be a part of.
‘I also attended a talk with Dame Helena
Morrissey, the leader of the 30% Club,
which was a ‘light bulb’ moment for me.
Having heard about all her incredible
accomplishments I expected a power dressed
firebrand who would be forceful in the
boardroom to make sure things went her way.
‘When she got up and spoke, she didn’t meet
these expectations at all. Her talk spoke about

relating to people to get the best out of them
rather than the kind of iron fist brashness I
was expecting. She said that if she tried to be
that kind of forceful leader in the boardroom,
she would lose any argument because that’s
not her style. However, she’s been incredibly
successful just through her ability to get the
best out of her team.

work hard for me. I know I can continue to
foster that as I go forward and now feel much
more confident in my ability to advance in
my career. I can still be a good leader without
being Donald Trump!’

‘I was also doing the Leaders of the Future
programme at the time and I was having
some reservations about my potential as a
leader. I wouldn’t consider myself a very loud
or brash person so I felt somewhat unable
to fulfil leadership roles as I didn’t feel I had
the personality to be that kind of rousing
leader that functions as a centre for the team.
However after that talk I realised I have a great
relationship with my team and that’s why they

‘We’ve just taken on the Honda division so
my immediate aspiration is to make a success
of the division. Overall, before the 30% Club
I was aiming to become a Finance Controller,
which is the next job up, but my mentor
encouraged me to aspire higher. Eventually I’d
like to be a Director.

WHAT ARE YOUR ASPIRATIONS MOVING
FORWARD?

Naomi Day – Divisional Financial Controller,
Porsche Colchester

I joined the Army in 2013 and was in the Royal
Logistic Corps as an Ammunition Technician
(AT) at the rank of Lance Corporal. The role
is primarily maintaining and inspection the
Army’s arsenal to make sure it is safe for the
end user, and when an item of ammunition
was deemed unsafe, we would explosively
dispose of it. An AT’s role also included
Explosive Ordnance Disposal, responding
to ammunition incidents and being the
safety team during any live firings of Guided
Missiles. I was in charge of a team who kept
Europe’s largest ammunition depot’s stock
safe and well maintained.
I was medically discharged and during
my civilian resettlement courses, Porsche
Colchester kindly offered to show us around
their business as part of our course. The
Head of Business, Richard Ennifer, introduced
me to the Jardine Academy and I thought it
was too good of an opportunity to miss. My
knowledge in explosives was useless in the

civilian sector and selling cars seemed like
a way to still have an exciting career outside
the military.

Every day and every customer
is different, which keeps things
interesting. Having targets and
working in a high performance
environment also helps keep me
focused and prevents the boredom
that I’m sure would get to me in
other jobs.
I’m setting myself the target of being at
least GSM within 10 years and aiming for
Head of Business. I enjoyed being an NCO
(Non-Commissioned Officer = Junior Manager)
in the Army and I have a passion for being a
team leader. I am sure if I work hard enough,
this is something that I could achieve
within JMG.
Danny Garbutt – Sales Executive, Land Rover Reading

I served five years in the Royal Navy as a ‘Sea
Spec’ and left the service in October 2018. The
reason I was so drawn in by Jardine Motors
was because of the skills I had acquired since
getting promoted in the Royal Navy. I had
confidence in my abilities to deliver results
and the confidence to speak to people in
a professional manner. I also have a huge
interest in cars generally and consider myself
to be a petrolhead. With my interest in cars
and the skills I had acquired, I believed that
this was the career for me.
My favourite part of my job is engaging faceto-face with customers and getting to know
them and everything they require, catering for
all their motoring needs. With regards to the
future, I would love to see myself as a GSM in
the years to come and take charge of my
own department.
Ashley Speke – Academy, Land Rover
Birmingham North
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I began my career in the electricals and
telecoms retail industry as a Saturday girl
at Dixons whilst studying photography at
College. I was very lucky that some of my
natural skills for analysis and process were
noted by my line manager who encouraged
and coached me to follow more operational
career moves. I worked my way through Sales,
Branch Administration, Regional Refit and
implementation at what was Dixons Stores
Group. I moved to Three to pursue aspirations
in Branch Management which I achieved at
the age of 21; being the only female Branch
Manager in my area as well as the youngest!
However my goal was still to get into an
operational role within the company’s
head office. I waited four years for the role I
wanted to become available and was actually
knocked back after my first interview. This
didn’t deter me and I kept my name in the
department manager’s view; volunteering
for projects and additional work which paid
off after a year when I was approached for
the role I wanted. I gained the experience
of conducting internal investigations,
analysing and designing reporting and writing
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processes and I was devastated when my role
was made redundant after 2.5 years in post.
This is when I stumbled across Jardine
Motors and was very grateful when the
F&I Compliance Manager at the time Sara
recognised my skill set and wanted me
on board. I was also very grateful that the
business was willing to be flexible and work
around circumstances I was unable to avoid
with childcare. This not only allowed me to
have an extra day a week with my young
children for the past year but gave me an
amazing opportunity to break into an industry
that was new to me and enable me to develop
my knowledge and skills further.
My long-term aspiration would be to become
an Operations Manager (or even a Director)
but my short-term goal is to continue to
broaden my knowledge of the industry
and hopefully bring some of my previous
managerial and operational experience into
potential roles that may cross my path here
at Jardine.
Helena Davis – Regional Compliance Monitoring
Officer, Group Legal

My first “proper” job was working as part
of a Cabin Crew which I did for quite a few
years. I had fallen into this job following
leaving college and whilst I enjoyed it, I knew
that I wanted more of a career. I didn’t go to
university as I knew I wanted to get out there
in the big wide world and start earning some
money. The one thing I knew for sure was
that I wanted to work with people – that’s
what I enjoyed.

HR seemed like a good idea,
so I decided to enrol myself on
an entry level HR course at college.
I met some great people and
suddenly realised that I could
maybe be the studying type
after all!
Very soon after, I started looking for my first
HR job and that’s when the opportunity
to join JMG came up – HR and cars – my
perfect combo! After I joined the business

and began to learn, I was lucky enough to
further enrol on the Postgraduate Degree in
HR Management which to date, has been the
single hardest challenge I have ever faced.
Working full time and undertaking a degree
was not easy, however at the same time, it’s
the thing I am most proud of.
I learnt that if I wanted to do something and
I put my mind to it, then I could do it. This is
also my advice to anyone joining our business
– it might be tough at first, learning new
things and joining a new business, but if you
work hard and put your mind to it, you will
be rewarded.
Nearly 10 years later, I’ve gone from being a
Trainee HR Advisor to the Senior Business
Partner for the Audi Division. There have been
challenges along the way, however that’s one
of the things I love about my job and JMG.
It is always interesting and there’s always
something new around the corner to get
involved in.
Kieran McDermott – Senior HR Business Partner, Audi
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Following leaving school after completing my
A-levels, I decided against further education
and joined the Women’s Royal Naval
Service and served for 14 years. I trained
as a Meteorological and Oceanographic
Observer, mainly working with the Fleet Air
Arm but also spending some time in the Fleet
Weather Centre providing support to RN ships
throughout the world. I was in service during
the Falklands War and the first Gulf conflict;
these were very challenging times as the
workload increased vastly.

Award, first aid, sport, adventurous training
and leadership training with the more senior
cadets being given the opportunity to become
cadet instructors. Opportunities also exist
for adults to gain qualifications through the
organisation. I have gained qualifications
in range management, I am an orienteering
instructor and I have recently qualified as a
signals instructor.

I was commissioned in 2004 and have
achieved the rank of Major. I see my role as
a Cadet Force Instructor as being a good role
After leaving the RN, I worked in the
model to my cadets and to help them develop
agricultural sector and was a database
as young people. The satisfaction gained from
manager. I also co-ordinated a prestigious
seeing a young 12 year boy or girl join the
national herd competition, it was during this
cadets and watch them develop and leave at
time that I met the person who introduced
18 (if they stay that long), as confident, wellme to the Army Cadet Force. I was looking for rounded young people cannot be expressed.
something that would get me out of the house It can be a heart-breaking role at times as we
without ‘costing and arm and a leg’. Little
have cadets from all walks of life, some of
did I know at the time that this organisation
them having had challenges in their young
would become such an important and
lives that even some adults would have
rewarding part of my life. I have now been
trouble dealing with.
a member of the ACF for 22 years, starting
It certainly makes me appreciate all that I
in Dorset and currently with the Greater
have achieved in my life and if I can pass on
Manchester ACF. During that time I have had
a variety of roles and responsibilities, ranging some of those experiences and knowledge
to these wonderful young people that helps
from a detachment instructor to a Company
them grow. I am very proud of what I have
Commander.
achieved within the ACF and am even more
The Army Cadet Force is a youth organisation proud of what the cadets have now gone on
that is sponsored by the Army. Along with
to achieve.
the military subjects there is a focus on
Linda Connelly – Sales Administrator, Audi Bolton
community activity, the Duke of Edinburgh
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Shaun began his career as a mechanic
before training as a class 2 lorry driver.
The knowledge gained in this role allowed
him to become a Parts Advisor with a
Mercedes-Benz dealership before joining
Jardine Motors as a Parts Manager. He is now
aiming to become a Sales Manager and gain
the skills required to eventually acquire and
manage his own dealership.
‘I found the training course really helpful in
terms of the little things. There were a lot of
tips and tricks that can really make all the
difference. Some of the areas the course
covered were more useful on a larger scale,
such as advice on dealing with stress but
it’s the little things like taking a deep breath
before making a decision or leaving checking
your e-mails for a while in the morning so you
can catch up with your team that make a
real difference’.
Shaun Burns – TPS Parts Manager, TPS Northampton

We recognise the huge potential ex-military personnel have, which is why we
are proud to have achieved the bronze award of the Armed Forces Covenant.
As part of this initiative, we have recruited a number of individuals who have
served in the forces.
Hear how several colleagues have overcome barriers to make the transition
from the military into automotive.

Sam has come through our Jardine Motors Academy
to become a Service Advisor at JLR Wolverhampton.

they will receive a helping hand right away and leave
with a smile on their face.

After being a part of the Royal Marines for almost
eight years, Sam decided to leave the armed forces
in search of a new career path and secured a place
on the JMG Academy which helped him find a dayto-day routine that suited him.

“After being deployed in Afghanistan and the Middle
East, I managed to develop the skill of keeping calm
under pressure. I have taken this trait with me into
my role at JLR Wolverhampton, as it is important that
customers feel their queries are handled in the most
simple and quickest manner possible.”

Sam has a real talent for ensuring that if any
customer has a problem they need assistance with,

Sam Leech – Service Advisor, Jaguar Land Rover
Wolverhampton

After serving as an Ammunition Technician
in the army, Daniel decided he wanted to
challenge himself in a different industry.
With no previous automotive experience,
Daniel joined JLR Reading through the
JMG Academy.
Since switching from the Army to
Salesman, Daniel has made real progress,
consistently topping the JMG Academy
league table for the number of completed
sales. Daniel has taken every challenge
in his stride and has set a fantastic
example to other colleagues coming
through the academy.

Daniel is recognised for his confidence,
presentation, timekeeping and
competitiveness; all key traits he learnt
during his time in the army.
“My time in the armed forces really helped
me to grow as a person. In the army, once
a job was complete, that was it finished.
In my new role, I love how a job is never
over as I can continue to provide great
customer service through aftersales and
future purchasing opportunities.”
Daniel Garbutt – Sales Executive, Jaguar Land Rover
Reading

Lewis Anderson is a Vehicle Technician, having
joined JMG from the army in 2018. Read more about
Lewis’ story.
“Working within Jardine you are joining a fast paced
environment but they want to teach you to walk
before you can run. They will get the springboard out
for you to give you all the tools that you need. Every
day is a learning day, I have learnt so much in the
past year.

“One of the main benefits of leaving the army was
getting more family time. There were a few things
that I wanted do after leaving the army and I have
managed to do most of those things including
attending festivals and planning trips away. Jardine
always try to bend over backwards to help.”
Lewis Anderson – Vehicle Technician, Jaguar Land Rover
Reading

Dane joined JMG as a Vehicle Technician
within our Jaguar Land Rover division. Read
more about his story with us so far.

“When you go into a new workshop like this,
you have the latest equipment, the area is
clean and tidy which makes getting the job
done faster. There are good progression
“Whilst I was in the army I worked as a
opportunities which is what I like about
technician. The army showed me a structured Jardine and I am confident this will help me
way on how to do vehicle maintenance and
become more qualified.
repair. Although the vehicles are completely
different, going from tanks to cars, those
“I was nervous for how my skills would
translate but working here the guys have
skills that they showed me have been really
helped me out fantastically.”
translatable to my role at Jardine and it has
made it quite an easy process.
Dane McGarry - Vehicle Technician, Jaguar Land Rover
Reading

David is the Market Area Director of the
Audi division.
David was a Royal Marine for over eight and
a half years, spending a lot of time serving in
Northern Ireland and at other overseas postings.
His final role was as a Landing Craftsman, based
out of Plymouth, which he enjoyed thoroughly.
Similar to his experiences in the Royal Marines,
David champions how being a part of Jardine
Motors means you can continue to work with a
plethora of different skill sets with people from

different backgrounds.
David’s own high standards of staying
disciplined and ensuring he meets targets has
seen his senior team and board members put
trust in David’s decision-making.
“I think it is the empowerment and the trust that
I get from the senior team that makes working
here so special. I am empowered to do my job
and am fully supported to make decisions.”
David Lucas – Market Area Director, Audi

Aaron joined Oldham Audi as a Sales Executive in
July 2017.
Aaron joined the Army straight from school aged 16,
where he worked his way up to an Arming Landing
Point Commander. During this time, Aaron was in
charge of a £64 million apache helicopter, as well
as seven other employees who worked under him
whilst on tours of Iraq and Afghanistan.
Once leaving the Army, it took Aaron a bit of time
to adapt to civilian life. He tried three different jobs
before finally finding what he calls his “happy place”

at Jardine Motors. Working at Oldham Audi, Aaron
was relieved to find a workplace where he could be
himself and still share in the banter he was missing
from his time in the army.
Aaron was able to adapt to his new role instantly
and has flourished under the in-house training.
“The training is phenomenal, it has taught me
everything. I have never sold a car before, but I have
come in and learnt the job and learnt the trade. I
find that selling is a buzz.”
Aaron Barnes – Sales Executive, Oldham Audi

Audrey Hepburn

